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Section 1

   

TECH INFORMATION

This section  offers info regarding  tech. Such as tech inspections, protests, policies and  

procedures, rule  info and changes.    

Posted 08/11/2013
Late Model Division Will Become Chapman’s Can Am Limited Late Model Division
There are plans to make some changes in the Late Model Division starting with 2014 season.
When the Late Model Division was originally in the plans for Can Am my first thoughts were leaning toward 
allowing the GM 602 Crate Engine only. Meaning no 604s. 
My reason for this was and still is as follows:
The 602 cannot compete with the 604. The foolish weight break the sanctioning organization came up with for 
the 602 didn’t work, as weight breaks rarely work, this has been proven over and over. The only other attempt 
to equalize competition between the two engines came in the form of the two different height carb spacers. This 
didn’t work either. It is a lot to ask of a 602 355 HP to compete with a directly off the create 604 425 HP plus, 
in the same type car. Another sanctioning organization tried this two types of engines in the Sportsman Division 
with a weight break. It did not work for them either. 
Another serious issue between the two engines is the cost. With the 602 coming in around $3500 range, the 604 
is around $6500, then sent out to price it out to $12000 or more to produce even more power over the 602. The 
602 comes out of the factory with street heads and valve system, other than a little more lift with the camshaft 
profile it is basically the same engine that came in 96 to 99 pickups for street use. The 604 comes out of the 
factory with aluminum fast burn heads and roller rocker valve system both designed for racing. With this the 
604 counterbalances the competition with 70 HP more right off the crate. Then sent out and blue printed to 
produce even more power. It was and still is, ridiculous to expect two engines with upwards of 100 HP or more 
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difference to compete equally together. These sanctioning organizations are not in the pits at weekly races to 
first hand realize the mess they create.
The Late Model Division has gone nowhere and even backwards in three years, as at one point we had upwards 
of 9 cars, now barely 6 or 7. Yes the easiest solution would be continue the way it is or 604 only. But the easiest 
is rarely the best solution, as this decision would only allow us to remain on the course we are on and eventually 
lose our Late Model Division all together. The economy of our area does not allow very many the luxury of an 
engine that costs more than what they may have in their whole car with a 602. Then add in the fact of how much 
the win gets you. 
The 604 has been given ample opportunity to become a popular engine and produce an acceptable racing 
division. With no improved car count at Can Am over the three years it has failed drastically to say the least. 
It is time, if not beyond the time to make changes to save our Late Model Division at Can Am. 
The downside to this will be our current teams at Can Am will have to make changes to continue to race Can 
Am in a Late Model. I understand this is an issue and some will paint the picture that we don’t care. But this 
would be quite wrong as we are doing this because we care. It is well worth the effort if we can enhance the 
Late Model Division car count at Can Am.
Look back at the mess we had with the Sportsman Division dealing with two engines, Open and Crate. The 
division and the 602 Crate was going nowhere. Once it became 602 only it took off, now look at it. 
With the Sportsman and Late Model Divisions both running only the 602, this would produce a used 602 
market.
There is a good chance if we had three years ago started right out 602 only we might have 20 or more cars by 
now. 
One more thing, the following is a copy pasted section from the sanctioning organization’s rules. 
All Engines and parts must be as from factory and all components thereof. THIS MEANS ALL! 
***NO upgrades are allowed to any engine that may produce power via “performance enhancing methods”. 
In my opinion the term “as from factory” means right of the crate, the exact way it came from factory. Then 
they reverse by allowing the engine to be disassembled. If that’s not enough, look at the statement “NO 
upgrades are allowed to any engine that may produce power via “performance enhancing methods”. If 
blueprinting is not a performance enhancing method, then why does a race team pay five or six thousand to 
have it done. 
All this being considered, beginning with 2014 season the Can Am Late Model Division will become Can Am 
Limited Late Model Division. The GM 604 Crate Engine will no longer be allowed. The rule will be GM 602 
Crate Engine only-at this time I am researching Ford and Chrysler to see if they may have anything comparable 
to the 602. If Ford and or Chrysler has an engine closely equivalent in torque and HP, along with other related 
areas I will consider allowing such engine(s). 
All engines, including 602 would be as from the factory, off the crate only. Meaning no sending out or 
disassembling of any engine or components. I will allow repairing, rebuilding, freshening, done within the 
guidelines of the 2014 rule structure. The 2014 Chapman’s Can Am Limited Late Model Division Rules will be 
completed and posted as soon as possible. 
Can Am officials are in agreement with this decision, we reached this decision as this is the only alternative to 
save Late Model racing at Can Am.               
    
Posted 08/05/2013
2013 SUNY Canton Grit Series Rules
All cars participating in the Grit Series event at Can Am must conform to the Chapman’s Can Am Motorsports 
Park 2013 Sportsman rules. 
Special attention to the exhaust system rule; 
EXHAUST SYSTEM: Headers-Only Schoenfeld headers, model number: 1122b, 1122bcm, 4122b and 3122b. 
Must not exceed 1-5/8” outside diameter. No Tri-Y, step headers, stainless steel, coated, ceramic, merge 
collectors in system. 
Muffler- Only unaltered Dynomax part number: 17223 and 17296; Extreme Muffler part number(s): 31530 and 
31230. 



Header collector extension pipe and tail pipe must be inserted past the muffler inlet or outlet flange and must 
exit behind the driver.  
A meeting was held with Can Am Sportsman drivers. Stainless steel is not allowed anywhere from the headers 
out. The decision was made to maintain this rule, thus NO stainless steel is allowed in the Grit Series events.
The complete Sportsman rules are posted on the Can Am website on the rules page.      

Posted 07/31/2013
Light Truck Division Rules  
Light Truck Division rules are comparable to the 2013 Light Truck Division rules at the Mills. 
Exceptions: 
Procedure Info:
Any and all cars are subject to minor or thorough inspection upon arriving on Can Am Motorsports Park 
premises. Everything on car including driver must pass safety, as well as competition rules inspection. In the 
event that any car and or driver has been competing with a rule infraction in the past, regardless of the infraction 
or the length of time will have no involvement with the tech decision if found not in compliance to these rules 
concerning any tech inspection or protest situation. Can Am maintains the authority to disallow any 
driver/crew/car they consider unsuitable or over qualified to compete in this division. If an issue arises that is 
not addressed within these rules the Officials will render the deciding factor. 
Any and all measurements may have a ½ inch tolerance, this will be decided by tech.
The legality of any material added or removed from car in the interest of safety will be decided by Chief Tech 
Inspector. 
SAFETY EQUIPMENT: Rules apply at all times. Snell-rated SA2000 or newer full faced helmet designed 
specifically for auto racing, SFI-approved full fire suit, neck brace, gloves and shoes mandatory. 
Recommended: Fire retardant head sock. Roll bar padding mandatory in driver compartment (Fire retardant 
recommended).
TRUCK SAFETY REQUIREMENT: Minimum three inch wide SFI-approved five point safety belt assembly 
within 3 years from date of manufacture required (Y-type shoulder harness not allowed), must be mounted 
securely to roll cage. Ignition” kill” switch, fuel main shut off and battery main shut off all required within easy 
reach of driver and all must be clearly marked “OFF” and “ON”.  Seat must be high back with an FIA and/or 
SFI rating and must be securely mounted per the manufacturer’s instructions behind steering column. Right side 
head restraint net and/or support are required. All head restraint nets should be equipped with quick release 
mechanisms. All areas surrounding the head must have padding. All trucks must have the hood in place and 
securely fastened when starting their 1st lap of the race. Any material added or removed from truck in the 
interest of safety will be strictly decided by the Officials to be legal or not. All trucks must have a roll cage 
fabricated from a minimum of 1-1/2” outside diameter with .065”-inch thick seamless magnetic steel tubing. 
Side roll bars and/or door bars must extend into the door panels. Minimum of thee 3 bars must be utilized on the 
left side of the truck in the door area. Any bars that are utilized for the top portion of the roll cage, including, 
but not limited to the front and rear hoops, the top hoop and the uprights, must extend a minimum of 1”-inch 
above the driver’s helmet. All trucks must have a minimum 2x2 square tubing that runs along the floor board 
between the front and rear hoop of roll cage. This must be on both right and left side of truck.    
The complete rules are posted on the Can Am website on the rules page.
   
Posted 07/19/2013
Thunder Stock Division Rules  
Thunder Stock Division rules are comparable to the 2013 Thunder Stock Division rules at the Mills. 
Exceptions: 
Procedure Info:
Any and all cars are subject to minor or thorough inspection upon arriving on Can Am Motorsports Park 
premises. Everything on car including driver must pass safety, as well as competition rules inspection. In the 
event that any car and or driver has been competing with a rule infraction in the past, regardless of the infraction 
or the length of time will have no involvement with the tech decision if found not in compliance to these rules 
concerning any tech inspection or protest situation. Can Am maintains the authority to disallow any 



driver/crew/car they consider unsuitable or over qualified to compete in this division. If an issue arises that is 
not addressed within these rules the Officials will render the deciding factor. 
Any and all measurements may have a ½ inch tolerance, this will be decided by tech.
The legality of any material added or removed from car in the interest of safety will be decided by Chief Tech 
Inspector. 
SAFETY NOTE: All rules regarding safety are with the intentions to assist in the defense of injury and in no 
way offer any assurance of absolute protection. It is the responsibility of driver, crew member(s), car owner(s) 
and or anyone in the presents of hazardous conditions to maintain their personal safety. 
SAFETY EQUIPMENT: Rules apply at all times. Snell-rated SA2000 or newer full faced helmet designed 
specifically for auto racing, SFI-approved full fire suit, neck brace, gloves and shoes mandatory. 
Recommended: Fire retardant head sock. Roll bar padding mandatory in driver compartment (Fire retardant 
recommended).  
CAR SAFETY REQUIREMENT: Minimum three inch wide SFI-approved five point safety belt assembly 
within 3 years from date of manufacture required (Y-type shoulder harness not allowed), must be mounted 
securely to roll cage. Ignition” kill” switch, fuel main shut off and battery main shut off all required within easy 
reach of driver and all must be clearly marked “OFF” and “ON”.  Seat must be high back with an FIA and/or 
SFI rating and must be securely mounted per the manufacturer’s instructions behind steering column. Right side 
head restraint net and/or support are required. All head restraint nets should be equipped with quick release 
mechanisms. All areas surrounding the head must have padding. All cars must have the hood in place and 
securely fastened when starting their 1st lap of the race. Any material added or removed from car in the interest 
of safety will be strictly decided by the Officials to be legal or not. All cars must have a roll cage fabricated 
from a minimum of 1-1/2” outside diameter with .065”-inch thick seamless magnetic steel tubing. Side roll bars 
and/or door bars must extend into the door panels. Minimum of thee 3 bars must be utilized on the left side of 
the car in the door area. Any bars that are utilized for the top portion of the roll cage, including, but not limited 
to the front and rear hoops, the top hoop and the uprights, must extend a minimum of 1”-inch above the driver’s 
helmet. All cars must have a minimum 2x2 square tubing that runs along the floor board between the front and 
rear hoop of roll cage. This must be on both right and left side of car.  
The complete rules are posted on the Can Am website on the rules page.

Posted 07/10/2013
Mechanics Race-Driver Rule For Any And All Mechanics Races 
No race car drivers. This will be determined by track officials, the decision will be final. 

Posted 07/10/2013
Enduro Rules-Saturday August 24th 2013
For info other than tech call Chip Burdick: 315- 778- 3407  
For tech info call Lloyd Larmon 315-767-7819
Procedure Info:
No protest allowed with any Enduro events. 
Any and all cars are subject to minor or thorough inspection upon arriving on Can Am Motorsports Park 
premises. Everything on car including driver must pass safety, as well as competition rules inspection. In the 
event that any car and or driver has been competing with a rule infraction in the past, regardless of the infraction 
or the length of time will have no involvement with the tech decision if found not in compliance to these rules 
concerning any tech inspection. Can Am maintains the authority to disallow any driver/crew/car they consider 
unsuitable or over qualified to compete in this division. If an issue arises that is not addressed within these rules 
the Officials will render the deciding factor. 
The legality of any material added or removed from car in the interest of safety will be decided by Chief Tech 
Inspector. 
SAFETY NOTE: All rules regarding safety are with the intentions to assist in the defense of injury and in no 
way offer any assurance of absolute protection. It is the responsibility of driver, crew member(s), car owner(s) 
and or anyone in the presents of hazardous conditions to maintain their personal safety. 



Safety is the primary concern and will be strictly enforced-no vehicle or driver will be allowed on the track with 
any unsafe condition. 
     
1. Open to 4, 6 and 8 cyl passenger car, truck, minivan, and station wagon. No trucks larger than mid size. No 
convertibles. 4-wheel drive must be rendered 2-wheel drive. Exhaust may extend thru hood 12 inches 
maximum. 
2.  All glass, lights, mirrors, molding, and all inflatable air bags must be removed prior to arriving on Can Am 
premises. WARNING-you will not be allowed to remove any of these things on Can Am premises. Rear 
window brake light permitted. Windshield removal is optional. If removed, a suitable mesh screen must cover 
entire windshield opening. 
3.  DOT labeled tires only in summer, winter, all season form, and the reasonable size for car/truck applied to as 
determined by tech. No studded tires. 
4.  All cars must maintain at least an operational OEM lap/shoulder type belt system and be in use when on the 
track. Five point racing harness is recommended. Driver must wear a 1995 or newer Snell approved full faced 
helmet-no motorcycle helmets, leather shoes, gloves, 100% cotton long sleeve shirt and long pants. A fire suit is 
highly recommended. 
5.  No alteration or reinforcement of frame or body. No bracing in front of front firewall or rear of rear firewall. 
Side bars/rub rails allowed-must be securely fastened. OEM front and rear bumpers only. 
6.  Hood, trunk/hatchback, doors, must be fastened shut by welding or chaining. Sunroofs must be covered with 
steel. 12” x 12” hole cut in center of hood mandatory. OEM hood latch must be removed. Lift chain front and 
rear mandatory.
7.  All cars must have a fin on top of car 18” long 12” high with numbers on both sides.  All cars must be 
numbered on both doors. Numbers must be at least 20” in height. 
8.  Battery in OEM location or may be securely mounted on the passenger side floor covered with rubber mats. 
9. Gas tank may be in original location or securely mounted in trunk or truck box. A metal firewall must remain 
between driver compartment and the engine and trunk area.
Roll cage optional, however it is highly recommended that cars be equipped with a rollover hoop to protect the 
driver. Hoops should be safely constructed of seamless 1 ½” x 1/8” wall pipe welded to right and left side frame 
rails behind the driver. 

Posted 07/10/2013
Demolition Derby Rules
For info other than tech call Chip Burdick: 315- 778- 3407  
For tech info call Lloyd Larmon 315-767-7819
No protest allowed with any Demolition Derby events. 
Any and all cars are subject to minor or thorough inspection upon arriving on Can Am Motorsports Park 
premises. Everything on car including driver must pass safety, as well as competition rules inspection. In the 
event that any car and or driver has been competing with a rule infraction in the past, regardless of the infraction 
or the length of time will have no involvement with the tech decision if found not in compliance to these rules 
concerning any tech inspection. Can Am maintains the authority to disallow any driver/crew/car they consider 
unsuitable or over qualified to compete in this division. If an issue arises that is not addressed within these rules 
the Officials will render the deciding factor. 
The legality of any material added or removed from car in the interest of safety will be decided by Chief Tech 
Inspector.
All tires/parts must be taken with competitor. All vehicles must be gone by following day or they become 
property of the race track.
SAFETY NOTE: All rules regarding safety are with the intentions to assist in the defense of injury and in no 
way offer any assurance of absolute protection. It is the responsibility of driver, crew member(s), car owner(s) 
and or anyone in the presents of hazardous conditions to maintain their personal safety. 
Safety is the primary concern and will be strictly enforced-no vehicle or driver will be allowed on the track with 
any unsafe condition.
 



1. Full size pickup trucks and SUVs are subject to being acceptable by track officials. Contact ahead to be 
sure.   

2. All drivers must wear approved helmet, long sleeve shirt, long pants, shoes/work boots.
3. Seats (except driver seat), upholstery, air bags, hub caps, ornaments, antennas, glass, lights, must be 
removed prior to arriving on Can                                       Am premises. Any protruding sharp tail fins or body 
parts must be bent in. All doors, tailgates, hatchbacks (both corners), must be chained shut, no welded or bolted. 
Hard top vehicles (no post), chain must pass through door and rear panel. Minimum chain link diameter 3/16. 
Hood and trunk springs must be disconnected. Hood latch must be removed, threaded rod through hood 
allowed. 12”x12” hole must be cut in the center of the hood. Driver door filled with foam or door inside covered 
with foam rubber allowed. Windshield allowed.
4. OEM fuel tank allowed, if originally located behind rear axle must be relocated to rear seat area securely 
mounted by two straps and covered. All fuel lines must be run inside the car. No reserve tank allowed. 

5. Battery may be re-located in driver compartment on passenger side, must be completely covered and 
strapped down. If battery remains under hood, must be in engine side of front fire wall.
6. All vehicles must have working brakes on at least two corners.  

7. No studded or loaded tires (air only).
8. Driver must stay with car until removed from the track. Any black flagged competitor(s) will be 

disqualified with NO money refunded. Only track officials allowed in track area.
9. Competitor will have 2 MINUTES to restart vehicle and make a competitive hit on a still in competition 
vehicle. 

Posted 06/24/2013
GM 604 Crate Engine Valve Spring
GM has updated to the beehive style valve spring to be used on the 604 Crate engine. Obviously Can Am 
Motorsports will allow this change in the Can Am Pro Late Model Division effective immediately.   
The engine part number is superseded to #19318604, due to the following component changes:
Current Part # New Parts # Description
#88958604 #19318604 Circle Track Racing Engine Assembly
#12464298 #19300955* Fast-Burn Aluminum Cylinder head Assy.*
*Cylinder head assembly #19300955 is identified by the Chevrolet “Bowtie” logo engraved on the end surface 
of the cylinder head. This replaces the “GM Performance Parts” logo that was formerly used. It is also 
assembled with Chevrolet 
Performance “blue” beehive-style valve springs, part # 12625033, using compatible spring retainers, seats and 
split key locks. These components were changed to provide maximum durability and stability at the sustained 
RPM typically experienced in circle track racing.
About the changes: The new version of the CT400 (8604) incorporates small changes and upgrades made to 
enhance engine durability. The horsepower and torque ratings of the engine did not change. Individual engine 
horsepower and torque ratings will vary slightly, depending on factors such as carb size and tuning; header tube 
size and design; fuel; oil viscosity and temperature; air cleaner efficiency; hours of operation, and atmospheric 
conditions, among others.  As a production engine, the CT400 (8604) is assembled with clearances and 
dimensions that are the result of “stack-up”, or natural net sum of manufacturing and machining tolerances. 
This small variance may result in some engines that are “looser” or “tighter” than others, but overall, may result 
in engines producing +/- 3 to 5 HP compared to a similar engine.

Valve Spring Specifications – New (Blue) Beehive Valve Spring

Description Engine 19318604

Fast Burn Cylinder Head 19300955

Valve Spring P/N -16 12625033

Valve Spring P/N –Retro Conversion Kit 19300952



Diameter Top (+/- .008") 1.060"

Diameter Bottom (+/- .008”) 1.270”

Free Height (+/- .015") 2.122"

Installed Height (Ok to shim to proper height) 1.780"

Pressure @ Installed Height (+/- 5 lbs) 98 lbs.

Open Height 1.300"

Open Pressure (+/- 13 lbs) 264 lbs.

Coil Bind 1.210"

Wire Diameter Ovate

Retro Conversion Kit:
The retro beehive valve spring kit #19300952 – Beehive Valve spring Conversion Kit is now available through 
your Chevrolet Performance Parts authorized dealers.  The kit contains the following part numbers:
Contents: 16 - #19301707 valve spring seat
16 - #19301708 valve spring retainer
32 - #19301709 split key locks
16 - #12625033 valve spring (blue)
Attention Racer’s and Engine Builders: 
The installation specifications are a considerably different than the existing springs.  You will need to carefully 
check your install height, and NOT just simply replace one spring with the other.  Please use the below install 
height and pressure specification, when installing these new springs.  This is not a guide line it is the RULE. 
Don’t be alarmed by the lighter closed pressure, this is the difference between conventional valve spring, and 
beehive spring, and will not affect engine performance.

Posted 05/04/2013
2013 Sportsman (Traditional and Novice) Minimum Weight Rule  
Steel wheels 2400 lbs minimum with driver 
Aluminum wheels, any car with at least one aluminum wheel 2450 lbs minimum with driver.  

Posted 04/18/2013
Late Model Minimum Weight
GM 602 Car and Driver: 2250 lbs 
GM 604 Car and Driver: 2400 lbs 
The weight break allowance for the safety restraint will be honored at Can Am.  
 Any driver that has a Hans, Hutchens, and/or similar safety restraint in use while competing with the devise 
still intact when crossing over the scales will earn and receive an ADDITIONAL 25 lb weight break. I will 
allow the 25 lb safety restraint weight break with heats and consi as well as features.

Posted 04/10/2013
2013 Sportsman (Traditional and Novice) SPECIAL (NON-WEEKLY) Events Tire Rule
This applies to SPECIAL (NON-WEEKLY) events THAT ARE ON THE SCHEDULED: Hoosier D50 and 
D55/American Racer MD50, MD53, MD56, MD57.
Mixing brand and sizes allowed.



There is no location rule with either Hoosier or American Racer.
This does not automatically include any special event(s) that may crop up during the current season that is not 
included in the current season schedule. 

TIRES ALLOWED: Hoosier and American Racer only. Mixing allowed. Grooving, sipeing, buffing allowed. 
With special (non-weekly) events there is no location rule with Hoosier or American Racer.
With special (non-weekly) events Hoosier D50 and D55 are allowed.
With special (non-weekly) events American Racer MD50, MD53, MD56, MD57 are allowed.
Weekly events must comply with the weekly tire rule described next in posted 04/10/2013. 

Posted 04/10/2013
2013 Sportsman (Traditional and Novice) Tire Rule
TIRES ALLOWED: Hoosier and American Racer only. Mixing allowed but must maintain mandatory 
locations. Grooving, sipeing, buffing allowed. With special (non-weekly) events there is no location rule with 
Hoosier or American Racer.

Hoosier
LF    11:82-15 D300
RF    11:82-15 D300
LR    11:87-15 M45 
RR    11:90-15 M45, D60
With special (non-weekly) events D50 and D55 are allowed.
      
American Racer
LF – SD33
RF – SD33 or SD38
LR – SD33 or SD38
RR – SD44 or SD48
With special (non-weekly) events MD50, MD53, MD56, MD57 are allowed.

Posted 03/27/2013
2013 Novice Sportsman Explanation 
The division is offered for beginning drivers of Can Am Sportsman Division type car only.
The only difference between the Traditional Sportsman rules and the Novice Sportsman Rules is the following.  
Qualification to compete in this division the driver only must conform to the following requirements.
14 years old by July 1st of the affected racing season. With parent or legal guardian signature if under 21 years 
old.
Driver has taken the green in NO more than a total of five race events, including special events, in traditional 
Sportsman, 358, Big Block, or any other division(s) Can Am Officials consider to gain an unfair advantage in 
this Novice Sportsman Division.     
Any competitor that wins the feature event on any given night in this Novice Sportsman Division has the 
opportunity to compete in the immediate next scheduled traditional Sportsman Division feature event and still 
maintain the driver’s eligibility to compete in this Novice Sportsman Division. These move ups to the 
traditional Sportsman Division feature event will NOT count in the taken the green in more than a total of five 
race events rule.    
Upon completion of the third season, consecutive or nonconsecutive, competing in this Novice Sportsman 
Division, driver will no longer be eligible to compete in this division. 
Clarification of completion of third season: taking the green in a minimum of half the season scheduled Novice 
Sportsman Division weekly events at Can Am or any other track with a comparable division-did not finish will 
still count as a scheduled event.   
Car will remain eligible as long as it conforms to the rules.



We at Can Am want you to have fun in this division, we have no intensions of penalizing any driver or crew 
members for being good at what they do, please understand any driver that may become what Can Am officials 
feel is over qualified for this division, further action may become necessary. Therefore, Can Am maintains the 
authority to disallow any driver/car/crew they consider unsuitable or over qualified to compete in this Novice 
Sportsman Division. 

Posted 03/16/2013
Minimum Weight Rules and Policies 
The following includes all heats, consi, features, ALL divisions. 
All minimum weight figures are with driver. At Can Am there is NO percentage given with the minimum 
weight required in the car’s division. The minimum weight figure is the very minimum the car must weigh with 
driver. For example: if your division’s minimum weight figure is 2400, that does not mean 2399. One lb could 
cost you the position you worked hard to achieve. 
Customarily at Can Am, if you are lite in a heat or consi you will be required to start the rear of the feature. If 
you are lite in the feature you will be DQ’d.  
There is NO fuel weight burn off allowance at Can Am.
You must make weight at the end of the event. You know what you have to weigh when you start the event. 
The scales are open all evening, you have the opportunity to verify your weight on Can Am track scales as these 
are the scales that determine your weight.
Can Am track scales are checked and certified every spring by Jefferson County Weights and Measures.  
 
Posted 03/13/2013
2013 Can Am Sportsman (Traditional and Novice) Division Policy Concerning 602 GM Crate Engines:
GM 602 Crate engine is mandatory. Engine and all parts/components provided and installed at time of 602 
engine purchase by GM factory must remain as supplied by GM factory. No modification(s) of any kind is 
allowed unless otherwise mentioned in division rules.
Seal Policy-Can Am does not require the GM Performance Parts 602 Crate engine to have the GM non-tamper 
seals or any other non-tamper seals in place. NOTE-any engine, with or without non tamper seals, will be 
subject to thorough inspections, including disassembly if deemed necessary by tech officials.   
Rebuilding, freshening, repairing: rebuilding, including repair and or replacement of any sealed component(s): 
is allowed, any and all work may be done by racers choice. No “Blue Printing”/rebuilding to alter performance 
characteristics. No overboring. No Can Am official required at time of reassembly. All replaced/repaired 
parts/components must be original GM listed for the 602 Crate engine, this includes all gaskets. Can Am is not 
authorized by any sanctioning organization or track to reseal the GM 602 Crate Engine. Keep in mind the 
engine would not be legal to participate at any other track requiring non-tamper seals to be in place. 

Posted 03/13/2013
2013 Can Am Pro Late Model Division Policy Concerning 602 and 604 GM Crate Engines:
GM 602 or 604 Crate engine is mandatory. Engine and all parts/components provided and installed at time of 
602 and or 604 engine purchase by GM factory must remain unaltered, as supplied by GM factory. No 
modification(s) of any kind is allowed unless otherwise mentioned in Pro Late Model Division rules.
Seal Policy-Can Am does not require the GM Performance Parts 602 or 604 Crate engine to have the GM non-
tamper seals or any other non-tamper seals in place. NOTE-any engine, with or without non tamper seals, will 
be subject to thorough inspections, including disassembly if deemed necessary by tech officials.   
Repairing, rebuilding, freshening, including repair and or replacement of any sealed component(s): is allowed, 
any and all work may be done by racers choice. No rebuilding any part/component to alter performance 
characteristics. No overboring. No Can Am official required at time of reassembly. All replaced/repaired 
parts/components must be original GM listed for the engine being used, 602 or 604, this includes all gaskets. 
Can Am is not authorized by any sanctioning organization or track to reseal the GM 602 or 604 Crate Engine. 
Keep in mind the engine would not be legal to participate at any other track requiring non-tamper seals to be in 
place. 



Posted 03/13/2013
2013 Can Am Pro Street Division Policy Concerning 602 GM Crate Engines:
GM 602 Crate is optional. Engine and all parts/components provided and installed at time of 602 engine 
purchase by GM factory must remain as supplied by GM factory. No modification(s) of any kind is allowed 
unless otherwise mentioned in division rules.
Seal Policy-Can Am does not require the GM Performance Parts 602 Crate engine to have the GM non-tamper 
seals or any other non-tamper seals in place. NOTE-any engine, with or without non tamper seals, will be 
subject to thorough inspections, including disassembly if deemed necessary by tech officials.   
Rebuilding, freshening, repairing-rebuilding, including repair and or replacement of any sealed component(s): is 
allowed, any and all work may be done by racers choice. No “Blue Printing”/rebuilding to alter performance 
characteristics when used in Sportsman and Pro Street Divisions. No overboring. No Can Am official required 
at time of reassembly. All replaced/repaired parts/components must be original GM listed for the 602 Crate 
engine, this includes all gaskets. Can Am is not authorized by any sanctioning organization or track to reseal the 
GM 602 Crate Engine. Keep in mind the engine would not be legal to participate at any other track requiring 
non-tamper seals to be in place. 

Posted 03/10/2013
2013 Sportsman (Traditional and Novice) Aluminum and Steel Wheel Rule
Steel or aluminum wheels allowed. Any car with at least one aluminum wheel must weigh an addition 50 lbs 
minimum weight (steel 2400 lbs with driver/aluminum 2450 lbs with driver).
All minimum weights are subject to adjustment.

Posted 03/09/2013
2013 Pro Street Wheel and Tire Rule
WHEELS: All cars: One piece 15" steel designed for racing only, maximum width 10", any offset. 
TIRES: All cars: Designed for racing only, any compound. No tire larger than the 11/92-15 style and must 
safely fit the wheel as determined by Tech. Tire size and brands may be mixed. Grooving, grinding and siping 
allowed. 

Posted 03/04/2013
2013 Sportsman Shock Rule
The following shocks are mandatory. Mixing allowed.  
AFCO 1473-1497 Series 
Bilstein AK/SG/SL/SM/SZ Series
Genesis GD Series (steel body)
Integra 310-45170/310-45190/Steel Avenger 45 Series 
Pro Shocks WB/PG/SS/TA Series 

Posted 02/19/2013
2013 Pro Street Division-Explanation of Car Classification 
Can Am Pro Street Division have the Street Stock and Pro Stock style cars competing together. This was done 
in an effort to save both divisions from being just a memory, for the Street Stock car is where it all began. 2013 
will be the third season; all seems to have worked out fine. Car count is excellent. This division is highly 
competitive, with some of the best, action packed racing of the night.
The following is an explanation what determines a Pro Stock Style car.   
PRO STOCK STYLE CAR CLASSIFICATION: any car with any of the following; 
quick change type rear end and or BERT/Falcon style transmission and or non clutch type coupler and or shaft 
driven automatic transmission. Any one of these components will automatically be classified a Pro Stock car 
regardless of any other workings.
All Pro Stock classified cars must comply with any rule section specific to Pro Stock classified cars.    
STREET STOCK STYLE CAR CLASSIFICATION: would be any car that does not have any one of the 
components mentioned in the Pro Stock type car classification.



TIRE and WHEEL: both the Pro Street and Street Stock classified cars may run up to 10” wheels and any 
designed for racing only, any compound, up to 11/92-15 style tire. Tire must safely fit the wheel as determined 
by Tech.
Any and all car classification is subject to tech approval. 
Home track rules may apply with any visiting Pro Stock and or Street Stock classified car-calling ahead is 
recommended, we will work with you as feasible. Driver should be prepared to present a copy of car’s current 
season home track rules to tech.

Posted 02/18/2013
2013 Pro Street Division minimum Weight Rule
Street Stock Classification 602 CRATE engine cars 2800 lbs minimum with driver
Street Stock Classification OPEN engine cars 2900 lbs minimum with driver
All Pro Stock Classification cars 3000 lbs minimum with driver. See PRO STOCK STYLE CAR 
CLASSIFICATION under CAR ELIGIBILITY section. 
Minimum weights are always subject to adjustment. 

Posted 02/09/2013
Late Model Division Tire Rule:
TIRES: Hoosier and American Racer only. Mixing allowed. Grooving, sipeing, buffing allowed.
Hoosier: 
LM40 any location.
FT200/FT400/FT600 any location.
American Racer: 
38/44/48 any location. 

Posted 08/30/2012
Pro Street Division Car Count
The Pro Street Division has grown into one our top divisions at Can Am. The competition is brutal to say the 
least. The rule changes were an enhancement to the division. Other area tracks implemented parts if not all of 
our basic rule structure. At a time when the old Street Stock Division is being dropped at many tracks, this 
Street Stock based division is strong at Can Am.    

Posted 05/29/2012
Minimum Weights All Divisions:
As always at Can Am there is no percentage given. Car and driver must weigh at least the minimum weight for 
its division. 1 lb under is a DQ. All the track scales are tested and certified by Jefferson County Dept of Weights 
and Measures in March each year.  

Posted 04/05/2012
Sportsman Division Shock Stickers: 
The shock stickers “approved shock” (blue, purple, red) that are mandatory with the local sanctioning 
organization regarding the Sportsman Division are not required when competing at Can Am. 
All Sportsman Division cars must run the spec shocks. 

Posted 02/26/2012
Can Am Confiscate Engine Policy:  
Chapman’s Can Am Speedway and Motorsports Park reserves the right to confiscate for the purpose of an in 
depth inspection any engine, Open or Crate, at any time track officials deem it necessary. No replacement 
engine will be offered. No assurance the engine would be returned in time for any future race(s). 

Posted 02/22/2012
Chip received the following email. 



----- Forwarded Message -----
From: <xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx>
To: "chip_burdick@yahoo.com" <chip_burdick@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 15, 2012 11:04 AM 
Subject: streetstock prostock

Chip, I was looking at the rules for the prostreet for 2012 and have to say I am more than a little impressed.
I have tried to compete at mohawk international for the past couple of seasons and have become pretty discouraged, 
mainly as my car is uncompetitive mainly due to the dirt rules for the prostock division. I have an open motor by dirt rules 
for the prostock division, a 350 with dart heads and a 4412 two barrel carb. My car by dirt rules has to weigh 3300 and the 
crate motor prostocks running a four barrel weigh 3000. Completely ridiculous, they lap me in about 10 laps. I tried to run 
against them at a lighter weight and could pass a few and finish middle of the pack, but still had nothing for the front 5 or 
6. My car has stock clutch, 3 speed Saginaw, ford nine inch, nothing special. I quit last year and stayed home after a few 
races, wife said, enough is enough, came home mad, no fun.
I have spoken to Lloyd about where my car would fall in the class, looks like it would qualify for a can am pro street, 
weight 2900. The rules that you and your staff have presented are excellent, I know they were written by someone that 
knows racing, they make sense.
Although I can't guarantee that I can make it every week, as I live in north bangor, by malone, 2 hour drive one way.
I am going to try to make it when I can, I want to have some fun for a change. Hats off to you and your staff, you have 
come up with a great set of rules, see you at the track.  

Posted 02/22/2012
Chip received the following email. 
----- Forwarded Message -----
From: L.C.T. <xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx>
To: "chip_burdick@yahoo.com" <chip_burdick@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 8, 2012 4:01 PM
Subject: what makes YOU so successful?

Chip:
 
We chatted a couple of years ago, and you gave me a standing
 
invitation to come take in a race wheneve I'm in CNY.
 
Well, I WAS there in October, mostly 'cuz I really wanted to
 
see the DIRT cars race on a 1mile dirt track (a very rare
 
venue anymore), meaning the rest of the upstate New York
 
racing season was pretty much done by then (and the rain
 
that week didn't help much, either; didn't get to see a pave
 
ment mod. show in Perry).
 



Anyway, here in So.Cal. the shorttrack racing situation is
 
atbest, HORRIBLE.  Orange Show (paved 1/4mile) will be
 
dark this year, nearby Victorville (dirt 3/8mile) will be dark
 
after March, and famous Irwindale (paved 1/2mile) will also
 
be dark, even though it's "L.A.'s place to race!", if they don't
 
find track sponsorship.  Then again Perris (dirt 1/2mile) says
 
they'll need to charge $25 for a regular Sat. night show if they
 
want to break even and keep the track open, or....?
 
So, in this austere racing environment facing us, how are YOU
 
and CanAm Speedway able to progress?  I mean, this year
 
you're bringing back the DIRTstyle "big blocks", and just about
 
every month your very informative newsletter touts another
 
sponsor signing!  (Only Irwindale of the tracks mentioned above,
 
sends out regular emails to keep fans' interest piqued and to
 
offer $5off and 2for1 online coupons.)  And yet, you're in an
 
isolated, economicallydepressed area, BUT YOUR TRACK SEEMS
 
TO BE ON THE THRESHHOLD OF UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS!
 
What's your secret, and more importantly, why don't you offer
 
"clinics" or online tutorials to other track promoters so they can
 
emulate your proven formula?
 



In any event, though I've yet to visit CanAm, I do look forward
 
to your emails, and even from 3,000 miles away, I wish you
 
nothing but success.  Hopefully, this WILL be the year I see
 
how they do it in the dirt, LaFargevillestyle!  Keep up the good
 
work, Chip!
 
                                                                          steadFASTly yours,
                                                                           "Left Coast Tim" Marsh

Posted 07/23/2011
Compression Rule Tool Info: 
Many tracks choose to implement a compression rule by using the method of compression pressure, sometimes 
referred to as compression effect. Whichever it is called it is always confirm with the typical compression gauge 
by taking the reading from the spark plug hole while spinning the engine over. I routinely have a race team 
member and even spectators at times tell me this is the way a maximum compression rule should be written. For 
example, 170 lbs. max. compression rule, because it is simpler to understand.
Compression Pressure simply determines the amount of air pressure this piston and cylinder is capable of 
producing and is used to determine the condition of each cylinder through a comparison test with each other. 
The reason for choosing this technique for rule uniformity is likely because it is much easier to perform and the 
typical compression gauge is far less costly than the Whistler needed to achieve the compression ratio 
inspection. I am asked on occasions what would the pump-up pressure (compression gauge) be for example 
10.0 to 1 compression ratio. A true answer to this question is not possible, anyone that gives an answer knows 
very little about what they are talking about.  I could make a guess that could be right on or not even close. Two 
Chevy 350 small block engines with the exact same compression ratio such as 10.0 to 1 and identical cylinder 
heads but with different design characteristics of other important factors, the engines would produce entirely 
different compression gauge readings. 
This type of engine assessment has no place in the rule book as it in no way gives any reading of the 
compression ratio, and again, the compression gauge accuracy in determining the actual cylinder pump-up 
pressure can be compromised with other engine component variables. 

Posted 07/20/2011
GM 602 Crate Engine Horsepower Info:
There has been info made public that the newest 602s are now 375 HP from the GM factory. In an email to my 
contact at GM, I ask if this was true. The reply from the General Motors representative stated this to be 
UNTRUE. 
The following is the copied/pasted email reply. 
 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Lloyd Larmon 

To: Undisclosed Recipient 

Sent: Thursday, July 14, 2011 3:15 PM

Subject: Is the GM 602 crate now 375 HP

mailto:llarmon@frontiernet.net
mailto:llarmon@frontiernet.net


Jeff,

There is a rumor  that  the GM 602 crate engine is now 375 HP.

Is there any truth  to this.

Thanks,

Lloyd 

Re:
From: xxxx (GM) xxxx

To: Lloyd Larmon llarmon@frontiernet.net

Sent: Tue, Jul  19, 2011 16:51:05 GMT+00:00

Subject: Re: Is the GM 602 crate now 375 HP

Hi  Lloyd.

No sir  that  is not true. 

Connected by DROID on Verizon Wireless

Posted 04/01/2011
CT525 GM Performance Parts Crate Engine Info. 

Some seemed to be misunderstanding the cubic inch specs regarding the 525 crate engine. The 525 is 
in regards to the horsepower output not the CI. The engine displacement is 376 CI (6.2L). 

Additional info of interest. 

Based on the LS3 engine series this engine is used currently in the Corvette and produces 430 HP at 420 pounds 
of torque. This engine is an LS Series Gen IV Small-Block V-8 built for racing application GM named the 
engine; Circle Track 525/525 or CT525 

Part #: old 19171821 new 19271821 Cost is approximately $7800          

GM dyno figures of 525 hp 471 lbs torque-were achieved with a Holley #4150 750 cfm carb and GM exhaust 
manifolds. 

Block: Aluminum block with six-bolt mains. Cross-bolted main caps. Part Number: 19171821 

Bore 4.065 stroke 3.62 Displacement 376 cu in (6.2L) 

Connecting rod Type: Powdered metal 6.098 I-beam. Part Number:12617570  

Piston Type: Hypereutectic aluminum flat top. Part Number: 19168089 

Crankshaft Type: Nodular iron. Internally balanced. 3.62 stroke. Part Number:12597569 

Oil pan: specially designed for circle track racing 6 quart. 

Cylinder heads are high-flow LS3 rectangle port; aluminum with 68cc chambers. Valve size (in): 2.165 intake / 
1.59 exhaust. Compression ratio: 10.7:1 Cylinder head Part Number: 12615879 

mailto:llarmon@frontiernet.net


Intake manifold: Part #25534401 aluminum GM Performance high flow style. Type L76/L92 4-Barrel open 
plenum. Machined for 4150-style carburetors and has 3/8' NPT vacuum boss. 

Ignition: The engine comes with individual coil-near-plug ignition (generally called coil pack), water pump, 
exhaust manifolds, and SFI Certified balancer. An LSX ignition controller, P/N 19171130 Cost $385.20 would 
be needed to accommodate the coil pack ignition system. 

Exhaust: New headers would need to be purchased as the exhaust port arrangement differs from the traditional 
358 cylinder head design.  

GM Recommended fuel: 92 octane 

Maximum rpm: 6700 

Camshaft duration (@.050 in) 226 degree intake / 236 degree exhaust 

Camshaft type: Hydraulic roller 

Camshaft Part Number:12480110 

Camshaft lift (in): .525 intake / .525 exhaust 

Camshaft Part Number:12480110 

Engine Name: Circle Track 525/525: 

Maximum rpm: 6700 

Reluctor Wheel: 58X 

Rocker arm ratio: 1.7:1 

Rocker arm Part Number:12569167 (int) / 10214664 (exh) 

Rocker arm Type: Investment-cast, roller trunnion 

The differences from the version used in the Corvette are as follows. 

Intake system: The intake system is changed from fuel injection to carbureted method. 

The changes added a significant increase in the engine’s output, from the exceptional high (for these days) street 
version 430 HP at 420 pounds of torque to 525 HP/471 torque range. 

You can observe a live dyno session of the CT525 on the link below. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2zRWxkqRiB0  

______________________________________________________________________

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2zRWxkqRiB0


Section 2

LLOYD'S TECH TIPS

This section  offers tips. Most of the tips posted are  from knowledge accumulated  with  

my hands on experience throughout  my years since the 60s. In  some instances my tip  

may differ  from someone else’s opinion.  I  am simply  offering  a tip  on what  worked  for  

me.    Some info may be formed  by the changes to modern  technology.  

SOMETHING to ALWAYS REMEMBER 
Every car in every division is limited to its crew’s outlook and values. That is, if a team feels there is a certain  
car they cannot outperform, their car is defeated before it leaves its garage. The crew’s values are equally  
important; teams that assert “that’s good enough for tonight” just handicapped their car. 
The crew of any car that routinely runs up front already has the outlook of “there is no car that can’t be  
beat, we’ll go around it”. This along with their pride and high values are the factors that will make their car  
extremely difficult to outclass. 
Another crew statement “that’s not worth the effort, won’t do much”. This car has a severe handicap, its  
crew. You can bet the crew of the car(s) that outclasses this team’s car week after week takes the time and  
effort.   

Posted 08/16/2013
Rotating Assembly (Balance)
Internally balanced, that is balancing the crankshaft, connecting rods and rod bearings, pistons, wrist pins and 
rings, as an assembly, in my belief balancing is necessary for any engine turning high RPMs. Balancing reduces 
loads and vibrations that stress metal and eventually result in component failures, not only in the engine, but the 
complete driveline. There is another positive to balancing, a smoother running engine is a more powerful 
engine. As less energy is wasted by the crank, rods and pistons as they move within the block. This which 
transforms more usable power at the flywheel.
Never mix lightweight rods or pistons with a stock weight crankshaft, or a lightweight crankshaft with stock 
weight rods or pistons. The counterweights on stock cranks are size and weight for stock connecting rods and 
pistons. Replacing the stock rods and or pistons with aftermarket performance parts will more than likely upset 
the balance because the new parts could be of lighter weight. A variance of just a few grams may not seem like 
much, but it all adds up. A few grams here, a few grams there, and pretty soon you’ve created an imbalance that 
can produce noticeable vibrations and harmonics at various RPMs. The imbalance will get worse with higher 
RPMs. This is because the out of balance forces multiply the higher the engine turns up. 
You may have seen the term “target bobweight” in some crank specs. This helps the engine builder to select 
rods and pistons that more closely match the design bobweight of the specific crank. An estimate of how much 
effort it will take to balance the crank if the bobweight of the rods and pistons vary significantly from the target 
bobweight. The counterweights on the crankshaft are there to offset the reciprocating and rotating mass of the 



pistons, rings, wrist pins, rods and bearings. The mass of each counterweight should equal 50 percent of the 
reciprocating weight for the piston, wrist pin, rings and small end of the connecting rod, and 100 percent of the 
rotating weight of the big end of the rod and rod bearings. This figure must be have to multiplied times two on 
V6 and V8 engines because each throw on the crank is connected to two rods and pistons.
Many manufactures publish factory weights for pistons, rings, rods, bearings, but to be sure how much these 
parts actually weigh is to weigh them on an accurate gram scale. When weighing the small and big ends of the 
rod care should be taken to weigh each end to determine the weight of each end.
Once the reciprocating and rotating weights have been measured and calculated, a bobweight that equals 50 
percent of the reciprocating weight and 100 percent of the rotating weight can be assembled and mounted on the 
crankshaft journal before the crank is spun on a balancing machine. The balancing machine will then detect any 
imbalance and show you where weight needs to be removed or added to achieve proper balance.
Most off the shelf performance pistons and custom pistons sets from quality manufacturers are within one or 
two grams, plus or minus of each other, but I have on rare occasions from lower quality manufacturers, seen 
some piston sets vary 3 or 4 grams. One gram is the approximate weight of a dollar bill, and it takes 28 grams to 
equal one ounce. If you are real fussy, pistons to within 0.5 gram to other is excellent, but within one gram was 
sufficient for us. The idea is to start with the lightest, then try to match the entire set to this one. But excessively 
lightening a piston is not a good practice because of danger of weakening it by creating a stress point where the 
material is removed. Keep in mind a lightweight piston has already had most of the unnecessary metal removed 
to minimize its weight.
If you must remove weight from a piston, some of the safest areas are behind the oil ring or along the edges of 
the pin boss towers. But it’s beat to contact the piston supplier for their advice.
A good method that work well for us was to weigh the pistons and connecting rods, then mix and match the 
rods and pistons to equalize the total weight of each piston and rod assembly. This many times eliminated the 
need to drill or grind altogether.
Unlike pistons, I’ve seen good quality connecting rods weights vary as much as 4 to 5 grams in a set. But high 
quality rods I’ve found to be within one gram, plus or minus. 
Rod weights on the large and small ends are matched by grinding away metal until the weights are equalized to 
within 1 gram or less. Rods should always be ground in a direction perpendicular to the crankshaft and wrist 
pin, never parallel as this can leave scratches that may concentrate stress causing hairline cracks to form.

Posted 07/14/2013
Lubrication System
Oil pump
High volume pump-pushes (flows) more oil per minute.
High pressure pump-pushes oil at a higher pressure. 
The pressure delivered by the pump depends on the spring in the oil bypass valve. The stiffer the spring, the 
higher the relief pressure of the bypass valve and the more oil pressure the pump delivers before the bypass 
valve opens.
With a high power, high revving engine with extra bearing clearance, a high volume oil pump is necessary.
Oil pan-with circle track racing, the car is always turning left so the oil wants to climb up the right side of the 
oil pan. Extending the oil pan sideways on the right side and using baffles, trap doors and an offset pickup helps 
keep the pickup submerged in oil so the pump can deliver a steady supply of oil. 
There are several factors that affect the flow characteristics of wet sump oil pumps. The pump’s flow capacity 
depends on engine rpm and the displacement of the pump. Up to a point, the faster the pump turns, the more oil 
it flows. Above a certain rpm, flow tends to level off because oil flow into the pump can’t keep up with oil flow 
out. Flow capacity of the pickup screen and pickup tube become a restriction that limits how much oil the pump 
can deliver to the engine. Chevy small and big block pumps peak out around 5,500 RPMs.
Cavitation is bubbles in oil that form inside the oil pump. When the oil that is being sucked into and pushed out 
of the pump can’t keep up with the gears, the vacuum creates these bubbles on the trailing edges of the gears. 
This is the same effect the propellers produce in the water behind a boat. The bubbles in the pump generate 
drag, this reduces pumping efficiency and cause a drop in oil pressure. As these bubbles consistently form they 
erode the surface of the gears. 



Cavitation can also occur when air is sucked in with the oil. This aerated oil causes a similar drop in pumping 
efficiency, oil pressure and flow. Regardless of the reason, cavitation is not good.
Oil viscosity is important. The thicker the viscosity of the oil, the harder is it to pull it up the pickup tube into 
the pump. Using a lower viscosity synthetic oil can help because it flows easier and is less likely to cause 
cavitation inside the oil pump at higher engine speeds. The most important factor, however, is the diameter of 
the pickup tube and the type of inlet screen on the pickup in the oil pan. Small pickup tubes and/or a restrictive 
inlet screen is a major cause of oil pump cavitation. The inlet screens or drilled covers that are found on some 
aftermarket performance oil pump pickups can actually restrict oil flow at higher engine speeds, this becomes 
more apparent when they are used with a high volume oil pump. The larger the mesh size of the pickup screen 
or the diameter of the drilled holes on the pickup cover, the better. The only filtering function the screen or 
cover performs is to prevent big chunks of debris from being sucked into the oil pump. With a wet sump 
performance system, use the largest diameter pickup tube that will fit the pump. Many aftermarket performance 
oil pumps have larger inlets for this very reason. Something to remember, if the diameter of the pickup tube is 
20% - 30% larger than the inlet port on the pump, the tube should never become a restriction or cause cavitation 
inside the pump.
A regularly overlooked, but very important factor is making sure the oil pump pickup tube and inlet are 
correctly matched to the oil pan, and that the inlet is positioned at the correct height above the bottom of the 
pan, 1/4˝ to 3/8˝. If the inlet is too close to the pan, the narrow gap can restrict flow. If the inlet is too high in the 
pan, the pickup may suck air in the corners, accelerating or braking. 
Oil flow can be increased by carefully porting, blending and rounding any sharp edges in the oil pump inlet and 
outlet ports, by minimizing clearances between the pump gears and the gears, housing and cover (.0015˝ to .
002˝), and by using a pump with taller or larger gears. A high-volume pump is often necessary for a high-
revving engine or one with looser bearing clearances.
I like 10 psi of oil pressure for every 1,000 rpm, but have gotten by with 8 psi. Getting by with less oil pressure 
if safely done, can pick up anywhere from 5 to 30 or even more horsepower. As with any and all components 
driven by the engine, it takes a certain amount of horsepower to drive an oil pump, so using the least amount of 
oil pressure that’s necessary to maintain a safe level of lubrication saves power that would otherwise be needed 
for the pump. 
It’s not unheard of to run 5 psi or less per 1,000 rpm, and using low viscosity synthetic oils with tighter bearing 
clearances to keep the oil film in the bearings.
Most oil pumps use an internal bypass valve to vent off unneeded oil pressure. The positive with this design is 
that it delivers oil at a steady pressure while allowing pressure to build quickly in a cold engine. The negative 
with this bypass valve is that during deceleration, oil can actually flow backward from the pump into the pickup 
tube. When the throttle is in hard acceleration there can be a slight delay in oil delivery until the reverse flow is 
overcome and oil is again flowing in the right direction into the pump. A high quality, designed for racing pump 
has an external bypass valve that dumps excess oil pressure back into the crankcase. This prevents the reverse 
flow effect and helps maintain a steady flow of oil when an engine is decelerating and accelerating rapidly. 
Some performance oil pumps use a ball bypass valve rather than a piston or cup style bypass valve. Ball valves 
are used in automatic transmissions because they are self cleaning and less likely to stick.

Posted 06/08/2013
Using Tire Pyrometer and Durometer Tools 
Pyrometer (temperature): pyrometer is an effective tool in an oval track tire program. This is because the 
surface temperatures of the tire changes very quickly. The two outside tires are the ones to check as they 
provide the traction in the corners, therefore giving the most accurate readings.
If the temperature is close to the same across the total tread area the tire is gripping on the entire tread area.  
If the temperature is higher on the outside area of the tread and even the sidewall area near the tread, the tire is 
experiencing rollover. Tire rollover is when the sidewall at tread area comes in contact with the track surface. 
Durometer (compound): for a durometer reading to be accurate the tire should be mounted and inflated to the 
proper air pressure you normally run in it. If the rubber is yielding to your pressure the readings will not be 
accurate. The most accurate reading would be with the tire at the temperature the tire would be during race 
conditions. Checking a tire at room temperature will not provide correct results, but will give a base to go by 



when checking the “heat curve”. “Heat curve” is the changing process of the tread compound when applied to 
various temperatures. Test and comparing your tires against each other will assist in tire selections for feature 
events, especially longer lap events. To somewhat establish a tire’s “heat curve” the following can be done.
Each tire should be mounted and inflated to the proper air pressure you normally run in it. 
Take a pyrometer and durometer reading at room temp and record the figures.
Now with suitable a heat lamp begin heating the tread area to be checked. 
Continually monitoring the temperature increase.
At 20 degree intervals get a durometer reading and record it.
Continuing up to around 160 degrees.
Now you can compare your tires. 

Posted 06/03/2013
Tire Air Pressure
Lack of attention to air pressure can significantly affect performance. Air pressure significantly determines tire 
characteristics. Our race tires are of bias construction, air pressure determines the majority of the spring rate 
within a tire. Therefore, it is imperative that tires are treated just as any other part of the car setup. Too much air 
pressure can make the car loose off the corner, too little air pressure gives the car a tight feeling on entry. With 
dirt surface it is not as crucial to balance tread wear across the face of the tire by means of air pressure. Use air 
pressure to affect the behavior of the car, not the tread wear.
Compound Selection Choosing the best suited compound depends on the track conditions during the last two 
thirds of the race. Driver preference for a particular compound is also important when choosing a compound. 
Compound selection is undoubtedly the most difficult area of tire monitoring to get a handle on. 
Begin with the basics: one soft, one medium, and one hard tire will generally help. 
When the track is greasy, wet, or cold, go with the soft tire. 
When the moisture disappears and gives way to dry, slick conditions it’s time for the medium compound. 
When there is little dust the track is ready for the hard. 
This should provide somewhat of a handle on trying the in between compounds.
Remember softer tires make the car tighter through the middle of the corner while stiffer tires tend to loosen the 
car at the same point.

Posted 05/13/2013
Overheating Issues Caused By Contaminated Engine Coolant Fluid 
A fairly common reason an engine overheats is fluid contamination. That is, something in the fluid that 
shouldn’t be there. 
Oil is a frequent problem. Even a slight film of oil can dissipate the fluids ability to efficiently do its heat 
absorbing job. 
Rust particles are also common, which are formed by air mixing with the moist metal. When the engine is 
drained for winter storage air enters and forms rust. When the engine is put back in service and fluid is added, 
the rust loosens and contaminates the fluid. These rust particles can restrict or in some cases even block the 
liquid flow. Restriction not only slows down the flow, which forces the fluid to remain in the heat producing 
engine longer and not pass though the heat dissipating radiator as often, restriction also produces friction which 
manufactures heat in itself.    When these rust elements pass through the water pump’s close tolerance, this 
tends to wear the pump blades. Even a new water pump’s recirculation ability can be dissipated in a relatively 
short time. 
Water that contains high mineral contents can cause mineral deposits. These deposits are built up even more 
when the water is heated.  This heated mineral content will also thicken the water to a mud like consistency, 
significantly reducing the flow.
If fluid is experienced leaking for the water pump weep hole chances are the seal is bad, caused by some or all 
of the issues above. 
These problems can be addressed by thoroughly flushing the system several times before adding fresh fluid. For 
additional assurance, this thorough flushing method should be performed at regular intervals, especially if water 
with high mineral deposits is used. Distilled water is an alternative to high mineral deposit water. 



Note: some restriction is often needed. When experiencing engine overheating, many believe removing the 
thermostat or not running it in the first place is the answer. This is not always true, as with no thermostat the 
fluid tends to circulate more rapidly through the system. That is, the fluid does not remain in the radiator long 
enough to be cooled efficiently. Fluid flow restrictors of different limiting capabilities are available that can be 
installed in the thermostat housing.  

Posted 04/21/2013
Wheel Offset:
Offset is the distance from the back outside edge (at tire bead mounting flange) to the wheel mounting flange 
(wheel stud area). The correct way to measure the offset is to lay the wheel face (outside of wheel) down and set 
a straight edge across the back side of wheel. Measure from bottom of straight edge to the wheel mounting 
flange. This will give the true wheel offset.    

Posted 03/19/2013
P&G Tool 
The Precision Instruments P&G tool, commonly called “puffer” is widely used at many tracks to verify the 
cubic inch displacement of an engine. This tool, if test procedure is applied properly will produce true results. 
The tool does not require the engine to be turned over very fast, actually the slower the better. Just clicking the 
engine over, as when adjusting valves, confirming the tool washer to be pushed up the tube as far as the engine 
can push out will produce true results. 
I have found this tool to be within 2 or 3 cubic inch with the following procedure. 
Remove only the spark plug needed to thread tool adapter in. The instructions specify to remove all the spark 
plugs. I found removing all plugs would allow the engine turn over too fast and quite often turning out 
erroneous readings. Another issue that can crop up is that engine starters are being manufactured with higher 
and higher torque ratings. An engine with a high torque starter without plugs removed can be turned over as 
many RPMs as a standard starter with all plugs removed. Retaining the correct combustion chamber air 
temperature is extremely critical in achieving true results. Off just 10 degrees can create 8% to 10% cubic inch 
discrepancy. Please note that I referred to the air temperature of the combustion chamber. This too is extremely 
important. The temp gauge style supplied with the tool must be used, and suspended within the combustion 
chamber, that is, not touching the metal anywhere and held by the gauge. With this method only the air temp is 
being retrieved, not the metal temp, this is the correct procedure. Not taking the time to obtain the exact air 
temp is biggest screw up I’ve seen performed when puffing an engine, even with sanctioning body tech 
officials. I have seen tech personnel use a heat gun, when using this you are shutting the cylinder wall temp not 
the air, true result figures will most likely not be obtained.       
At Can Am if I experience a cubic inch reading 4 or 5 cubic inch or higher than allowed, I will perform the click 
over method.
Most of time the car representative(s) and tech are in agreement. The few times we are not I simply tell them 
they can remove a head and I can manually measure bore and stoke for unquestionable results. No one as yet 
has pulled a head to verify their engine to be legal, or illegal. 
I am not indicating that other tech inspectors are achieving wrong data, only that the method I explained works 
well for me and produces excellent results time after time.       

Posted 03/11/2012
Blowing Power Valves-Holley Carburetors:
The following info is from Holley Performance.  

THE TRUTH ABOUT POWER VALVES USED WITH HOLLEY CARBURETORS
There still seems to be a lot of misconception about Holley carburetors blowing power valves. Nothing could be 
further from the truth. Holley performance carburetors built since 1992 have utilized a power valve check 
system that effectively eliminated this infrequent problem. Consisting of a spring, brass seat and check ball, the 
check ball system is 100% effective protecting the power valve diaphragm from damage due to engine backfire. 



The power valve check ball is designed to be normally open but quickly seals to close off the internal vacuum 
passage when a backfire occurs. Once closed, the check valve interrupts the pressure wave generated by the 
backfire, thus protecting the power valve diaphragm. There is no way that the power valve’s diaphragm can 
rupture due to an engine backfire!

Posted 02/15/12
Setting Up Ring and Pinion Contact Rear End Gears:
When setting up gears the contact pattern is very important. 
Insufficient contact will lead to premature tooth wear and even breaking teeth.
Too tight contact can also lead to premature wear and generate excessive heat.
I used a bluish dye compound to determine the total contact surface. Carefully apply a very small amount (as 
little amount as possible and still enough to transfer a slight amount on the ring gear teeth) of the compound on 
each pinion tooth on the thrust side that contacts the ring gear teeth during forward motion of the pinion gear. 
This will allow for examining the contact surface on the ring gear teeth. Keeping in mind the toe of the tooth is 
the far inside of the ring gear tooth. The heel of the tooth is the far outside of the ring gear tooth. 
To set up for the stress place on the teeth with competition purposes. The contact pattern should start just 
slightly up from the toe and continue outward toward heel 1/3 to 1/2 of the tooth. 

The following will assist in ring and pinion setup.
If contact is little more than the outer edge of the ring gear tooth. This would be a High contact. To correct, 
move the pinion gear/shaft inward toward the ring gear. This can be accomplished by adding pinion shim(s) 
between pinion gear and pinion bearing as required. 
If contact starts down at the base of the ring gear tooth with little or no contact with the outer edge. This would 
be a Low contact. To correct, move the pinion gear/shaft outward away from the ring gear. This can be 
accomplished by removing pinion shim(s) between pinion gear and pinion bearing as required.
If contact starts at the heel and continues inward, but not contacting the full length of tooth. This would be Heel 
contact. To correct, move the ring gear closer to the pinion gear by decreasing the backlash. Keep in mind that 
it’s important to maintain the minimum backlash, (.008-.015 worked for me).
If contact starts at the toe and continues outward, but not contacting the full length of tooth. This would be Toe 
contact. To correct, move the ring gear away from the pinion gear by increasing the backlash. Keep in mind that 
it’s important to maintain the minimum backlash. (.008-.015 worked for me).
If setting up gears for street application. Ideal contact would be spread evenly heel to toe, inner edge to outer 
edge of the ring gear tooth.  

Posted 11/20/12
GM 602 Crate Engine Failures (ignition timing):
In my experience when analyzing 602 crate engine failures, I would say the most common failure would be due 
to unacceptable ignition timing. That is, too much timing advance. This engine’s designed timing advance is 32 
to 34 degrees. With a low compression ratio in the 9.5 range, together with the fast burn Vortex head system 
this engine does not require a timing degree advance in the high 30’s. Ignition timing more than 34 degrees 
advance will severely shorten engine life. Contrary to what many racers believe, there is no real power gain 
either. 
I have seen some very reckless timing practices to say the least when inspecting a failed 602. Obviously running 
timing cannot be absolutely verified on a failed engine, but I have developed a method of confirming static 
timing, that is, with engine not running. The as supplied distributor will generate a predetermined amount of 
advance once engine is running. Adding this predetermined running advance figure to the static timing figures 
will establish the engines running timing. I’ve seen aluminum transferred from the piston to the cylinder wall 
resulting from too much timing. These engines were found to be around the 38 degree range. I experienced one 
brand new from the factory 602 that completed just 4 hot laps before needing to be pushed off the track. When I 
inspected this engine I found the #6 piston with a hole burned completely though it. All eight pistons experience 
aluminum transfer to the cylinder walls. All this damage on a brand new from the GM factory 602 in just 4 laps, 
about a minute and 20 seconds. This engine had a total running timing of around 46 degrees. It must have been 



timed and drove right onto the track without being shut down, as it probably would have severe kick back when 
attempting to start it. 
Advancing ignition timing beyond recommended range does not produce horsepower. If a 602 with the ignition 
advanced in the high 30s and running fine and producing more power without engine frailer there is a good 
chance there has been some engine modifications done to allow the extra advance to compliment the 
modifications. 

Posted 10/19/12
Connecting Rod Bolts:
When building an engine for competition intentions, the components are generally modified to produce power 
and torque beyond what they were originally designed to withstand. One of the most overlooked parts is the 
connecting rod bolts. Connecting rod bolts are possibly the weakest link in the engine. These bolts experience 
fairly severe treatment in an OEM direct from the factory engine. An engine that has been modified to produce 
a 75 to 100 hp increase will add much more stress than these original bolts were design to handle. Now add the 
fact that any racing engine is destined to turn rpms far above the crankshaft speed the crank would be turning 
cruising down the road at say 1600 rpms. When building an engine for competition, the rod bolts should always 
be replaced with a high quality aftermarket selection. I always used bolts with a minimum tensile strength of 
somewhere around 150,000 to 200,000 psi. This of course depends on the amount of engine power, torque and 
rpm increase. 
These bolts are a small price to pay for the added insurance they offer.         

Posted 03/06/2012
Electric Fuel Pump Safety Control:
Whenever using an electric fuel pump, for added safety the power supply to the pump should be run thru an oil 
pressure switch. Obviously with engine not running there is no oil pressure, thus no electrical power to the 
pump. This maintains the pump to be shut down in the event of a crash that stalls the engine, interrupting the 
fuel pumping process. As an option the oil pressure switch (if using a three terminal switch) can be additionally 
wired through the starter solenoid start circuit; this will energize the fuel pump as the starter is engaged during 
engine start-up. After the engine is running and the starter button is released, power thru the starter circuit is 
interrupted.  The engine oil pressure takes over to activate the oil pressure switch to provide power to the pump 
as long as there is oil pressure to keep the switch turned on. In the event of a crash that damages a fuel supply 
component anywhere beyond the fuel pump and stalls the engine, the pump will be shut down as well. 
If the fuel pump is wired thru the ignition switch, the pump will continue to pump fuel as long as the ignition 
switch is turned on. 
Holley oil pressure switch part #12-810 has three terminals “NO” (normally open) “NC” (normally closed) “C” 
(closed).     
“NO” terminal on oil pressure switch to ignition switch terminal that is energized with ignition switch in on 
position only.
Optional--“NC” terminal on oil pressure switch to wire from ignition switch to “S” terminal on starter solenoid.
“C” terminal on oil pressure switch to fuel pump. 
Whenever using an electric fuel pump it is also a good idea to have a permanent mounted fuel pressure gauge in 
the system. 

Posted 03/02/2012
Testing Power Valve Operation-Holley Carburetor: 
Power Valves can be tested for malfunctioning with this simple test. 
Engine warmed up to normal operating temperature. Test with engine at idle gently turn idle mixture screws on 
the side of the metering blocks all the way in until they just bottom out. 
If engine drops off the power valve is ok. 
If engine continues to run the power valve is not functioning properly and should be replaced. 



Posted 02/19/2012
Choosing the Correct Power Valve (Holley Carb): 
This part of the carburetor helps supply additional fuel to the main system during heavy load or full power 
situations. Too much fuel will hinder performance as will not enough. The power valve, if properly selected, 
will not only supply the sufficient amount of fuel required, but will supply it at the proper time the extra fuel 
charge is demanded. 
The power valve is activated by manifold vacuum as produced by the engine. The heavier the load on the 
engine, the lower the manifold vacuum produced.  At the green flag start or exiting the turns under hard 
acceleration a heavier load is forced on the engine and an enriched fuel to air ratio is demanded. 
Power valves are labeled with a specific number. This number represents the vacuum required to activate the 
valve. Such as a power valve marked 65 indicates that the power valve will open when the engine vacuum drops 
to 6.5" or below.  
To find the correct valve for your engine, hook up a known to be accurate vacuum gauge. At idle with engine at 
operating temperature record the vacuum. A power valve of 1/2 the intake manifold vacuum reading you 
recorded would be a good choice. For example you recorded a reading of 13 inches, divided by 2 = 6.5 power 
valve. If you record with an even number, drop to next lower valve. Example you recorded a reading of 8 
inches, divided by 2 = 4, there is no #4, use a 3.5 marked valve.
Back fire thru the carb can damage a power valve. Test to check a power valve as follows. At idle, gently turn 
the idle mixture screws (found on the side of the metering block) all the way in. If engine dies the power valve 
is not blown. 

Posted 02/05/2012
More Carburetor Info Holley 4 Barrel: 
As with any carburetor fine tuning you should have a basic understanding of reading spark plugs, carburetor 
basic operation, and engine tuning to do accurate carb work. Inadequate fuel to air ratio can severally harm an 
engine. 
First be sure power valves are ok, floats are set properly and jetting is adequate.
Is the engine giving a problem in the turns or on the restarts. 
If it stumbles in the turns but is fine with restarts, the problem could be fuel sloshing around in the bowl or 
maintaining sufficient amount of fuel in the bowls. Lower the front float level only, don’t change the rear, test it 
on the track, if the problem is not as bad or gone, the problem is fuel sloshing in the bowls. If this procedure 
makes the problem worse, the carb is running low on fuel in the bowls. This could be caused by insufficient fuel 
delivery to the carb, such as too small or restricted fuel line, partially plugged fuel filter, inadequate or defective 
tank vent or pick-up assembly in the tank. The problem can be detected as follows; shut fuel supply off, remove 
the fuel line at the fuel pump inlet fitting, hold the line at pump height, turn fuel supply on and allow it to 
gravity flow into a container. From the start and after a couple of gallons have drained out the fuel should 
continue to flow a good steady stream. Passing this flow test indicates the fuel pump is likely the problem. 
Failing the test indicates the fuel delivery problem to be in the fuel line between the fuel pump connection end 
and the tank. Starting at the pump end; remove and inspect one fuel line connection at a time back to the tank 
until the restricted area is found. 
If the engine stumbles (do not confuse with hesitates) with restarts, the problem could be the squirter size. 
Increase the squirter size a couple of sizes to richen in lower rpms or decrease a couple of sizes to lean out in 
lower rpms. Test it on the track, if the problem is worse; try the opposite of the first change. 
I’ve found thru experience, the more enhanced the intake manifold and the larger the intake ports on the head, 
higher volume squirters are needed. 
It’s a good practice to do a spark plug inspection on a regular basis. When I raced we inspected all eight plugs 
every race night, All eight because some strange things can occur. If you do this each race night you will find 
that some cylinders will run leaner than others. Don’t dismiss it as no big deal if 7 plugs are a nice tan color and 
1 is whitish. A lean condition even on just one cylinder is a severe problem. 

Posted 01/31/2012 
Piston Types-Cast/Forged/Hypereutectic:



Cast type piston-the aluminum alloy is heated until its liquid, then poured into a mold to form the basic piston 
shape. After the aluminum alloy cools and becomes solid it is removed from the mold and machined to its 
finished shape. Cast type pistons are considered strong enough for most stock applications.
Forged type piston-in the forging process the rough casting is placed in a die set while it is still hot and semi-
solid. A press is used to place the unfinished piston under high pressure. This removes any possible porosity, 
and also pushes the alloy grains together tighter than can be achieved by the casting method. This produces a 
much stronger material.
Aftermarket performance pistons made from the most common 4032 and 2618 alloys are typically forged.
Hypereutectic type piston-hypereutectic style aluminum alloy has a lower thermal expansion as compared to 
other aluminum alloys; this allows tighter piston to cylinder wall tolerances. The less blow by the less power 
loss, this of course is to a certain degree. Hypereutectic aluminum alloy piston surface is harder and is less 
susceptible to scuffing which can occur in the initial dry cylinder start up or in an overheating situation. But 
regardless of what type of piston you have, reving up an engine before its reach normal operating temperature is 
a poor practice. The negative side of this harden piston surface is that the piston is more brittle and less 
forgiving to pre-ignition or detonation. Hypereutectic pistons are stronger than non-hypereutectic cast type 
pistons. They are not as strong as forged type pistons, but are a lower cost due to being cast instead of forged. 
Hypereutectic pistons can be forged, but typically are only cast, because the extra expense of forging is not 
justified when cast pistons are considered strong enough for stock applications.

Posted 12/06/11
Camshaft Timing:
Camshaft timing is critical in relationship to engine performance. How the cam is timed relating to the 
crankshaft depends directly on the cam grind. The valve train and final gear ratio also play an important part 
when degreeing a cam. And still another very crucial factor, in what range do you want the power curve. 
Lining up the timing marks does not necessarily mean the cam ends up with “0” degrees advance or retard, most 
aftermarket cams grinds will have some advance already designed in. This is usually around four degrees 
advance when lining up the marks. 
With an engine that you want as much performance as you can possibly get, you should always, yes always, use 
a degree wheel and properly degree the cam based on the components and factors I mentioned above, as they 
are all equally important. 

When adjusting for your power curve choice, advance cam timing will tend to shift the power curve toward the 
low end rpm range, while retard cam timing will go in the other direction, toward the high end rpm range. This 
is the point where the final gear ratio, which directly relates to engine rpms should enter into the cam timing 
calculations. I feel 8 degrees advance or retard is around the maximum and still maintain efficiency, although I 
have heard of some pushing it further, this has never been verified to me. Do not jump right to, or even close to 
the maximum and expect a super powerplant. Advance or retard adjustments should be no more than 2 degrees 
at a time to find the highest point of efficiency. This is extremely time consuming and much work, but is well 
worth it. There’s a good chance the team(s) that is making it tough for you to compete with are taking the time. 

I built our IMCA engines with typically around 3 degrees retard cam timing, but remember that is for our 
personal engine needs (rpm range, final gear ratio, and driver techniques). With the chassis/body we had, our 
IMCA was 300 lbs heavier than the other front running cars, for this reason the retard was limited to maintain 
pulling power coming out of the turns. Advance timing, even the slightest amount would break the tires loose 
(very little forward bite), while retard of just 1 degree more making it 4 degrees would make the car start to feel 
sluggish. IMCA engines could be retard instead of advance because of the lower car weight, higher rpms and 
vehicle speed maintained. 
Engines I built for Street Stock type cars, having a much higher weight to power ratio, bigger tires, turning less 
rpms and lower vehicle speed ended up at 3 degrees advance.  
Pure Stock type car engines can also be a bit of a challenge. Back when I first started oval racing at the Mills in 
a new division called Charger Division, it was pretty much pure stock, with road tires, untouched suspension 
and stock engine. I ran a 61’ Chevy Impala 4 door sedan with a 409 and Powerglide auto trans. This car 



weighed in at 4000 lbs plus. (Now you know why I needed the 409 instead of the 283 or 348, the only other 8 
cyl available in this car) After a lot of experimenting on the short track, not a lot of r’s, and a heavy car, I found 
the best performance at 5 degrees advance. Although there were a couple Camaros, most of the guys had big 
heavy cars like mine. Yes I did fine, on any given race I could outperform these light, agile Camaros and the 
next week one of them could do the same to me. The Pure Stock car weighs in around 3000 lbs now. The big 
track, turning 5500 to 6000 rpms, stock hp engine, to pull out of the corner and most of the way down the 
straights a good starting point would be 2 or maybe even 3 degrees advance. If you like to run the top and keep 
it wound up; 4 degrees might work for you. You may find these figures to be close to perfect.  
Last but certainly not least. Many race teams put all kinds of effort into choosing and installing the most 
suitable cam, lifters, pushrods, and even the valves. They may even go that extra of experimenting with cam 
degreeing, but give little, if any, thought regarding the components that drive that cam, this being the timing 
chain. Choosing this is just as important as choosing and degreeing the correct cam and related components. 
The best degreed-in cam profile for your personal needs that money can buy will fall short on its job if the cam 
timing is not maintained. No matter what division you are running, a high quality chain set is needed to 
maintain the cam timing you started with. Keeping in mind what I said above of how important just 1 degree is, 
a new low end cost chain can allow the cam timing to change 2 or 3 degrees advance, retard or both in 1 short 
lap. Even a high quality chain should be replaced after one season of racing one night a week; a worn chain can 
allow the cam timing to change even higher amounts, possibly 8 degrees or more. 

Posted 12/01/2011
Modern Oil For Use With Flat Tappet (Non Roller) Cam/Lifter Systems:
Friction reducing additives are added to oil for the purpose reducing internal friction with the extra tight 
clearance of some components, such as lifter to cam lobe contact. 
This very important additive is Zinc Diakyl Dithiophosphate (ZDDP). This is a particularly valuable additive to 
maintain extra protection against friction. This additive is exceptionally important regarding any engine with a 
flat tappet (non-roller) camshaft system as it is a vital factor regarding friction. With the introduction of the 
roller camshaft system into many street vehicle engines many modern oils do not have an inadequate amount of 
ZDDP to protect the constant rubbing/scrubbing affect between the bottom of the lifter and camshaft lob, thus 
generating swift premature ware very. To avoid this situation it would be a good idea to contact the tech dept. of 
the oil manufacture of your choice to verify the oil has the adequate amount of ZDDP for your application. Be 
sure to make the oil tech dept. aware of your application, as oil with an adequate amount of ZDDP may be fine 
for street car use but not have a supportable amount of ZDDP  or other additives needed to provide protection in 
the sustained high RPM racing applications.  

Posted 09/16/2011
Rear Steer:
Rear steer is an effect caused by suspension movement. Dirt surface tracks generate much chassis movement 
and under the right conditions rear steer can enhance performance, under the wrong conditions rear steer can be 
a disaster to your handling. Much of the difference depends on the track conditions, which can change quite a 
bit with dirt surface tracks. Knowing the exact amount of rear steer the car is subjected to is not as important as 
understanding what produces rear steer and the effect it has on the handling.
Rear steer is caused by rear suspension movement. As the rear wheel corners of the car move, the controlling 
arms which position the rear-end assembly fore and aft, each side can independently move the wheel forward or 
back. If both rear wheels cannot move or move in the same direction the same amount, this produces zero rear 
steer. When one wheel moves more than the other this creates rear steer.
Rear steer has the capability to either tighten or make the car loose.  Rear steer affects the turn entry and can 
enhance middle turn handling balance. It can also affect the handling under acceleration due to the thrust angle 
of the rear-end being either right or left of the centerline of the car. The centerline being the driveshaft.
A rear-end that is rear steered to the left of centerline will cause the thrust angle to be left of centerline and 
generate tighter on corner entry and tighter on exit under power circumstances. 
A rear-end that is rear steered to the right of centerline causes the thrust angle to be right of centerline and 
constructs forces to loosen on entry and loosen on exit under acceleration. 



Rear steer capability is critical with some circumstances, as rear steer will help the driver maneuver the rear-end 
around on a dry slick track without having to break the rear tires loose. If the driver has to counter steer the car 
more than reasonably, more rear steer is more than likely needed. 
Turn entry is very important to plan into the car, for keeping the rear tires connected to the ground going in and 
through the middle of the turn maintains traction off the corners. A car with the proper amount of rear steer 
offers a smooth corner entry and will always provide a faster exit. 

Posted 08/10/2011 
Altering Connecting Rod Lengths: 
With some, if not many, there is a mistaken belief with the longer connecting rod theory. For example replacing 
a 5.7 with a 6 inch, some believe this change is going to add to the cubic inch displacement of the engine. This 
is completely false as the length of the rod does nothing to change the actual crankshaft stroke. 
The effect of a longer rod will force the piston to remain a bit longer at TDC than a shorter rod. At BDC the 
effect is opposition, the piston will dwell somewhat less at BDC. This is also a popular misconception.
Increasing rod length may create the ability to produce an extremely slight performance gain. But as I 
frequently say, “every positive has a negative side”. That is, anything done to an engine to increase its output 
comes with a price to pay. Changing to a longer rod is no different. 
The longer the rod, the closer the wrist pin location will be to the ring lands. Obviously this will affect both ring 
and piston life. In fact the rings get a double negative effect. First, the wrist pin new location is crowding the 
rings; the normally designed space between the lands must be reduced to accommodate the higher wrist pin 
position. Second, the rings wobble more and lose their sealing edge as the piston rocks due to the mechanical 
forces strained on it with the increased rod length. Changing to longer rod lengths can also affect intake charge 
reversion; see 7/5/2011 post for intake reversion explanation.  

Posted 07/28/2011
MSD Rev Box Wiring:
The correct wire hook up for #87286 MSD Rev control box to HEI ignition system is as follows.
Three wires exit MSD box.
Red (power): to distributor cap labeled battery or B+ and pigtail to ignition switch. 
Green (tach): to distributor cap labeled tach and pigtail to tach. 
Black (ground): to engine for grounding purpose. 

Posted 07/26/2011
Timing Chain:
Typical timing chains are single roller (one row of links) and double roller (two rows of links attached together 
as one chain). Obviously the double roller is more durable, and will enhance the performance values once the 
wear properties begin to set in, as the double roller will maintain a higher quality of crank to cam timing.   
The function of the timing chain is not only connecting the crankshaft and camshaft together, but to maintain 
perfect timing between the two for proper valve train operation. 
Appropriate timing is important in two reasons. 
The performance output values are determined and often regulated by timing variations. 
The second reason can lead to engine failure. That is, a worn timing chain no longer maintains perfect timing 
between the crank and cam. The no longer tight chain allows the cam to turn in different degrees to crank 
rotation. This forces the valves to open or close earlier or later in the engine revolution cycle. This is further 
aggravated by weak or inferior valve springs not pulling the valves closed in the amount of time necessary. 
The end result is a piston and valve coming into contact with each other. 
With racing one night a week the timing chain and valve springs should be run no longer than one full season. 

Posted 07/20/2011
Valve Materials:
There are several materials to choose from with intake and exhaust valves. 



Stainless Steel: Although stainless steel valves are offered in varying grades and alloys, high performance 
stainless steel valves are most commonly made of material referred to as EVS (a more expensive heavy duty 
stainless alloy material), and made in a one-piece forge design. Some valve manufactures offer a stronger 
stainless steel formula that offers higher heat resistance. Some manufacturers use EVS only for their exhaust 
valves, while others utilize this material for both intake and exhaust valves. Stainless steel resists the hardening 
process, therefore many have a hardened tip welded onto the stem, and hard chrome plated stems to reduce 
guide wear. Some manufactures may undercut stems to contribute to a slight weight reduction. 

Titanium: Offers the highest strength to weight ratio of any known metal. Titanium is as strong as some steel 
material but about 45% lighter. When used to manufacture 
automotive valves, titanium is alloyed with small percentages of various materials, including copper and 
molybdenum. Titanium is a relatively soft material and requires a protective contact surface at the stem tips, 
usually hardened lash caps. Valve stems of small diameter typically have a specialized hard coating applied to 
the tip to protect it from the lash cap friction. Hollow titanium valves are also available, either with hollow 
stems or with a combination of hollow stems and hollow heads. Hollow stem designs can reduce valve weight 
by about 10%, and a hollow head design can reduce additional weight depending on valve size. Titanium valves 
are designed for applications where valve train weight needs to be reduced, such as high-rpm and extended 
high-rpm applications, Titanium valves allow for higher engine speeds and will accommodate highly aggressive 
camshaft profiles. 

Inconel alloy: This material can include carbon, manganese, silicon, phosphorous, sulfur, nickel, cobalt, 
chromium, iron, aluminum, molybdenum, titanium, boron and copper, with the heaviest material concentration 
accounted for with nickel and chromium. The five typical grades of Inconel are 600, 625, 690, 718 and 939. 
Benefits of Inconel material include light weight, resistance to extreme temperatures, high strength and 
resistance to thermal dynamics. Valves of this material are better suited for turbocharged, supercharged and 
nitrous applications. 

Nimonic: This material is a nickel chromium alloy, a specific grade Nimonic 90 is used by some valve 
manufactures for producing high performance valves. Nimonic 90 is a super alloy comprised of nickel, 
chromium cobalt, which offers high strength and the ability to withstand extremely high temperatures within the 
2000°F range, without distortion. These applications would include nitro methane and high boost turbo 
applications such as multiple turbo tractor pull engines. 

Sodium Filled Valves: These valves feature stems that are precision gun drilled and filled with specially 
formulated sodium. This not only achieves weight reduction with the result of the gun drilling to create a hollow 
stern, the sodium aids in heat dispersion. 

Conclude
Stainless steel is most common in street and mild performance racing as it has much better durability 
characteristics than titanium, and the street engine won’t sense the real benefits of titanium.
Titanium is used when valve weight is important and cost is not a consideration. 
Inconel alloy is used when exhaust gas temperatures get extremely high. 
Nimonic or Nimonic 90 for all out extreme power output and operating temps. 
Sodium Filled for those specialized applications to increase the head capacity of a hollowed out exhaust valve. 

It is critical to reduce valve train mass. The lighter the valve, the better the valve train system can be controlled 
in relation to the weight it must move. As the valve mass is decreased the spring force needed to control a given 
valve motion can be reduced. A more aggressive cam profile can be applied.  
Modern OEM engine manufactures are applying more exotic valve development technology. The Chevy LS7 
engine is one example. 

Posted 07/13/2011



Split Duration Camshafts
Split duration or sometimes referred to as dual pattern cams do not have the same duration profile design with 
the intake and exhaust lobes. Typically the exhaust lobe has a longer duration than the intake. For the most part 
split duration cams were designed to assist the cylinder head flow differences between intake and exhaust ports. 
This type of profile has a negative effect on low to mid range torque, and in the opposite can produce torque on 
the top end. The longer exhaust duration allows the engine to hang on in the upper revolutions.  
Duration split is dependent largely on the intake and exhaust separation ratio. If the duration split is calculated 
to take advantage of what this percentage is, a broad power-band can be accomplish. 
Most modern OEM vehicles have, by design, restricted exhaust systems, these engines benefit from a little more 
time to get the exhaust out. Appropriate balance between intake and exhaust is the target to achieve. Efficient 
cam design and timing is critical to clean the exhaust gas out of the combustion chamber before the next intake 
charge enters. Left over exhaust gas is a substantial restriction to power at any given RPM. 
Drag Racing teams use the longer exhaust duration profile to their advantage. The less low to mid range torque 
helps them get better footing coming out of the hole and the first 60 feet of the chute. Then once the RPMs 
climb, the high torque kicks in thrusting the machine down the strip through the traps. In most cases the single 
pattern cam has the advantage over the dual pattern when used in oval track competition.      

Posted 07/05/2011
Intake Reversion
Intake reversion, sometimes referred to as carburetor/injector stand-off is the general effect of the backing up of 
the intake fuel/air charge. This is normally associated with longer duration high performance camshafts, but is 
actually caused by a later intake valve closing.
When the intake valve opens 40 degrees or more before TDC at the end of the exhaust stroke, there will be very 
little, if any, exhaust gases remaining in the combustion chamber. With a typical 350 CI Chevy with 5.7 rods, 
the piston at 40 degrees BTDC is just about .425" down the cylinder from BTDC. There should be no noticeable 
reversion of the next cycle intake charge. 
Beginning automotive developers around the late 1800s and early 1900s era thought that any overlapping of the 
intake and exhaust valves is totally undesirable. These engineers even designed in negative overlap systems, 
minus 5 or 10 degrees to be absolutely sure no overlap would occur. The result was that the design of these 
engines rendered them limited to low RPMs with very little performance output. More progressive engineers of 
the early 1920's began experimenting with longer duration cams which proved valve overlap to be a significant 
advantage. This is why degreeing in a performance cam is extremely importation regarding higher RPM 
operation. When advancing any camshaft obviously the intake and exhaust valves open earlier. Throttle 
response and torque are enhanced. The trade off is low RPM performance suffers. 
When a camshaft is advanced, not only do both valves open earlier, obviously they close earlier. A cam profile 
designed to close the intake valves earlier in the cycle would assist in removing the occurrence of reversion or 
the backing up of the intake charge as the piston rises during the compression stroke. 

Posted 06/26/2011
Red Glowing Headers or Exhaust Manifolds
I’m sure most have at one time or another seen a race when a car with either the headers or exhaust manifolds 
glowing red after just a few laps. 
No, a lean condition as many would think is probably not the problem. This is more likely caused by raw, 
unburned fuel that is burning late when in the exhaust system instead of in the combustion chamber where it is 
supposed to burn. Although not exclusive to Street Stock and Pure Stock Division cars it is more evident with 
these. What is one of the rule sections that these two divisions have in common? The carburetor rule, being a 
two barrel.   
The probable cause of glowing red exhaust is related to a couple affects. Many feel the more cam the more 
power. But no matter how much air flow you can and have achieved in the heads and intake, the engine is still 
limited to the two barrel carb, around 550 cfm. This is why it was somewhat of a joke when DIRT allowed the 
high flow Bowtie heads and aftermarket aluminum 4 barrel intake with a two barrel 550 cfm carb rule. Makes 
little logic. 



Back to the red exhaust explanation. When choosing a cam a racer may go big with a nice long exhaust duration 
set up as many will do. But when there is a restricted intake rule such as the two barrel carb rule, passing up the 
longer exhaust duration would be a feasible choice. There may be good balance of flow produced by a long 
exhaust duration cam but a problem exists. Much of what should be inducted into the cylinder is being 
scavenged out the exhaust. Although back pressure in an exhaust system is usually thought of as restrictive, it 
can become worse with little or no back pressure. That is the exhaust system can be pulling a vacuum or an over 
scavenging affect. When running with an intake restriction rule a slight back pressure would be preferable to 
avoid the over scavenging affect. 
Lobe separation angle being too close, as maybe 104 degrees can add to this dilemma. Widening the separation 
to 106 or 108 degrees would assist with this.
Typically 2 barrel restricted engines reach the peak of their power range at 6500 RPMs or less.     
When the engine already has reduced intake potential you cannot make casual decisions regarding valve overlap 
and scavenging or the engine will likely be down on power and may even produce those nice bright cherry red 
pipes.  

Posted 06/08/2011
Spark Plug Wire  
Obviously providing a method to get the needed electrical current to the plug is important, but its capable 
operation is just as important and should be confirmed on a regular basis. Poor quality or faulty wires may be 
able to supply the current well enough to seem acceptable when in reality they could be falling short on their 
job. This can be mainly true at high rpms or with a higher compression ratio. A wire’s competence can be 
checked with an ohm meter connected to each end of the wire. The formula used is calculated per foot. Divide 
the total wire length by 12. 
For example a wire 19 inches long (19 divided by 12) would be 1.58 feet long. If the ohms reading of this wire 
was found to be 71.1 ohms. Divide the 71.1 (ohms) by 1.58 (number of feet in wire) equals 45. This wire 
calculates to 45 ohms per foot. This is within the range of efficient 8.5mm plug wires. High quality 8.5mm 
wires are usually around the 40-50 ohms per foot range. 
Check all wires including the coil wire if in system. Compare the ohms readings per foot of each wire. The 
closer the wires agree with each other, the more optimum the ignition will perform in relationship to the plug 
wires. 
The little wire clips that are used to hold the plug wires in place can also be helpful with eliminating crossfire. 
Lower quality wires that come into contact with each other have been known to share each other’s current flow, 
therefore allowing misfiring and voltage drop at high rpms. Installing several of these wire clips along the wire 
route will keep the wires apart and from sharing with each other.            

Posted 05/05/2011
Tire Siping and Grooving 
Siping: The reasoning behind the process to “sipe” a tire is to somewhat cause an erratic movement action in 
the tread isolated from the sidewall. Keep in mind the siped edges tend to create heat by chafing against each 
other, therefore producing heat. Opposite to what some would believe; a slick, dusty, non-abrasive track can 
produce less tire heat than a heavy, tacky track. This being said, on a slick, non-abrasive track a team may 
groove the tires to get edging for added bite and sipe them to help produce heat to help the tire tread to 
somewhat absorb/grasp the track surface. 
Grooving: The reasoning behind the process to “groove” a tire is to construct edges across the tread for added 
bite. More edging generally helps on a slick, non-abrasive track. Grooving also produces another end result. 
Grooves reduce heat. Heat can escape from the area between the grooves, as a larger object can retain heat 
longer than a small object. Grooving separates the complete tread around the tire into many small segments. 
Remember a slick, dusty, non-abrasive track will produce less tire heat than a heavy, tacky track. Therefore 
with a heavy, tacky track a team may groove the tires to help disperse heat. 



Posted 04/21/2011
Holley Carb Tips   
Pump Circuit Tuning (Holley 4777 and 80541): 
The pump cam and arm arrangement is a direct result of driver style and track conditions. Tips are as follows. 
OFF THE CORNER STUMBLING ISSUE-engine stumbles when getting into the throttle can indicate too 
much fuel and is almost always blamed on float setting, but if you took the time to properly set the floats as out 
lined previously in the 03/26/11 posting the settings should be fine. The condition can more than likely be 
corrected by adjusting slack in the pump arm or installing a smaller pump cam. Adjust the secondary first to the 
point of even removing the secondary pump cam and disabling the secondary pump squirter.  
HESITATION ISSUE-engine has a hesitation then comes to life indicates pump circuit is operating with a lean 
condition. Check both pump arms. Remove any slack in the adjustment. Next increase the pump shot of fuel 
with a larger pump cam or a larger pump nozzle. Begin all changes with the primary system first. 
Something else that I’ve found to assist in coming out of the corner hesitation issues is plug gap. .032 plug gap 
is typically sufficient, if you are operating with a larger gap and experiencing a hesitation problem this could be 
a contributing facture.   

Pump Circuit Tuning (Holley 4412):    
The pump cam and arm arrangement is a direct result of driver style and track conditions. Tips are as follows. 
OFF THE CORNER STUMBLING ISSUE-engine stumbles when getting into the throttle can indicate too 
much fuel and is almost always blamed on float setting, but if you took the time to properly set the float as out 
lined previously in the 03/26/11 posting the settings should be fine. The condition can more than likely be 
corrected by adjusting slack in the pump arm or installing a smaller pump cam.  
HESITATION ISSUE-engine has a hesitation then comes to life indicates pump circuit is operating with a lean 
condition. Check pump arm. Remove any slack in the adjustment. Next increase the pump shot of fuel with a 
larger pump cam or a larger pump nozzle. 
Something else that I’ve found to assist in coming out of the corner hesitation issues is plug gap. .032 plug gap 
is typically sufficient, if you are operating with a larger gap and experiencing a hesitation problem this could be 
a contributing facture.   

Posted 04/16/2011
Holley Carb Tips 
Fuel Pressure 
Holley 650 cfm 4 barrel 4777 and 80541 and Holley 500 cfm 2 barrel 4412: Fuel pressure is extremely 
important when tuning/adjusting any carb and knowing what you have for fuel pressure is just as important. 
These carbs are designed for peak efficiency with 6.5 to 7.5 pounds. A temporary gauge will give you the info 
you need, but a permanently mounted gauge system is better as you can always check the fuel pressure at any 
time. This is important as carbs are regularly blamed for malfunctions when it is quite often something else. It is 
best to always know what the fuel pressure is at the carb. To assist in understanding just how important fuel 
pressure is to carb function back in the 60s in my drag racing days I fabricated a system that worked 100% 
regarding fuel pressure. There were multi carb set ups such as 3 two barrels (3 deuces, tri power, 6 pack)/2 four 
barrels (dual quads, 8 holer)/3 four barrels (tri quads) the 3 four barrel system was very rare as an extremely 
large displacement engine was obviously unavoidable. The majority of the time I operated with the 2 four barrel 
set up. With a fuel cooler canister, I removed the fuel line coil and installed a tank with 1 inlet and 2 outlets, the 
tank performed as a reserve/equalizer. The 2 fuel lines from the 2 outlets to each carb were matched in length. 
When I say matched I do mean matched as I spent much time accomplishing this. If there is anything needed 
more than money, knowledge, or luck to outclass your competitor it is patience when setting up your cars drive 
train and handling. I had a separate gauge at each carb, from idle throughout the rpm range the fuel pressure to 
each carb remains equal and flawlessly steady. This alone gave me a significant advantage. Yes it was legal as I 
ran the B Altered Division. I only concealed the tank in the canister to help prevent others from catching on. 

Posted 04/10/2011
Holley Carb Tips 



Idle mixture screw adjustment (Holley 4777 and 80541): 
One turn out is the original setting. Adjust the 4 corner idle mixture screws evenly, a well tuned carb with no 
engine problems, all 4 should be nearly the same. If you experience a somewhat noticeable difference in 
settings on one side or one corner it is more than likely you have an issue within in the engine. Such as a 
vacuum leak or weak cylinder(s). 

Idle mixture screw adjustment (Holley 4412): 
One and half turns out is the original setting. Adjust the 2 idle mixture screws evenly. Both should be nearly the 
same. If you experience a somewhat noticeable difference in settings on one side it is more than likely you have 
an issue within in the engine. Such as a vacuum leak or weak cylinder(s). 

Posted 04/03/2011 
Holley Carb Tips   
Throttle Blade Adjustment (Holley 4777 and 80541): 
Set throttle blades at an rpm as low as possible to keep from pulling through the high speed circuit and the 
boosters at idle. Be sure that the primary and the secondary throttle blades are always adjusted as low as 
possible, with the primary never being more than 1/2 round open. If complete readjustment is needed, back 
them both completely off, put 1/2 round in the primary and 1/2 round in the secondary, this should be a good 
starting point. 

Throttle Blade Adjustment (Holley 4412): 
Set at an rpm as low as possible to keep the transfer slots covered at closed throttle position. If complete 
readjustment is needed, back it completely off, put 1 turn in, this should be a good starting point.

Posted 03/26/2011 
Holley Carb Tips   
Adjusting Float Level: 
Holley 650 cfm 4 barrel 4777 and 80541 and Holley 500 cfm 2 barrel 4412: Set fuel at the bottom of the sight 
hole so that you have to slightly rock the car to get the fuel to come out the sight hole when running as fuel level 
is a direct result of fuel pressure. Whenever you reinstall the carburetor you should always recheck the float 
level. Obviously a high float level setting will produce a rich mixture at low rpms along with part throttle 
conditions. This is a common symptom of a higher than needed float setting and is more apparent when coming 
off the corners.   

When under a no-load situation, such as in the pits and setting the timing, the carburetor will show signs of a 
slight rich condition. This is because of the strong booster signal and the fuel metering built into the carb 
design, there is no way to burn the fuel because there is no load on the engine, this will cause the engine to 
flutter. In simple terms a well design carb that is tuned correctly operates at its true efficiency the harder the 
engine is working and is quite inefficient when the engine is experiencing little or no pull against it.   

It is important after setting the float(s), to always give the carburetor time to burn off enough fuel to reopen the 
needle and seat so that your new setting is really what you are seeing. This could take several minutes-don’t be 
in a hurry, the extra time will be well spent as it is very easy to go on the track with the float level set too low 
because the adjustment process wasn’t given the time to allow for the fuel to burn off and the new setting to 
take. 

Vent Tube Clearance: 
At least ¾” clearance with vent tubes is important. Lowering the vent tubes will risk fuel spilling over in the 
turns.  

Posted 03/20/2011 



Converting to a Big Block oil pump in a Chevy Small Block:   
Replacing the small block pump with a big block pump has long been thought of as a viable approach for 
supplying more oil to critical areas at high RPMs. 
Although there are advantages to this approach, with its 3/4” pickup tube (SB being 5/8”) in conjunction with a 
standard capacity (4-5 qt) oil pan, at high RPMs sucking the oil out of the pan at a faster rate than the oil can 
return can occur, thus somewhat starving the engine at higher RPMs when oil is needed most. Converting to a 
larger capacity pan, if clearance allows, would be good insurance. Do not simply run at a higher oil lever with 
the standard capacity pan as this would cause problems in itself.
Another negative, although less critical is that the faster the oil is circulated, the more time it spends in the hot 
engine block instead of the oil pan and or oil cooler, thus less chance of a needed cool down period. This works 
along the same principle as the coolant, this is why it’s not unusual for an engine to run at higher temps or even 
overheat if run without a thermostat or at least a restrictor.  

_____________________________________________________________________________

Section 3

POSTS OF INTEREST

This section  offers interesting  info about  many  topics. Many  of which  I‘ve had first-

hand  experience with.  Some info may be formed  by the changes to modern  technology.  

Posted 08/12/2013
Info On Monster Trucks History
In the late 1970s, modified pickup trucks were becoming popular and the sports of mud bogging and truck 
pulling were gaining in popularity. Several truck owners had created higher center of gravity trucks to compete 
in these events, and soon the competition was to hold the title of "biggest truck". Among the first were Bigfoot 
(Ford) and USA-1 (Chevy). At the time, the largest tires the trucks were running were 48 inches in diameter.
In April 1981, Bigfoot drove over cars in what is believed to be the first monster truck to crush cars. Bigfoot 
rolled over a pair of cars in a field as a test of the truck's ability and filmed it in a video. An event promoter saw 
the video of the car crush and asked to do it in front of a crowd. Initially the Bigfoot crew was hesitant because 
of the destructive image that could be associated with Bigfoot, but eventually gave in. After some smaller 
shows, Bigfoot performed the feat in the Pontiac Silverdome in 1982. At this show, a new version of Bigfoot 
debuted with 66 inch diameter tires. At a prior event in the early 80's when BIGFOOT was still running 48″ 
terra tires, Bob George, one of the owners of a motorsport promotion company named Truck-a-rama , now 
USHRA, is said to have coined the phrase "monster truck" when referring to Bigfoot. The term "monster truck" 
became the generic name for all trucks with oversized terra tires.
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Debate over who did the first car crush is often discussed. There are claims that in the late 1970s, King Kong, 
also known as Bigger Foot had crushed cars at Great Lakes Dragway in Union Grove, Wisconsin. Another 
truck, known as High Roller, now known as Thunder Beast also claimed to have documented car crushes in 
Washington State before Bigfoot, though said documentation has never surfaced. Cyclops, also claims to have 
crushed burning cars before Bigfoot. However, the earliest widely available verified video footage showing a 
monster truck crushing cars that exists shows Bigfoot crushing two mid-seventies automobiles in April 1981. 
This video was what the promoter viewed that motivated him to ask for Bigfoot to perform the car crush in front 
of a crowd.
King Kong and Bear Foot followed Bigfoot to 66 inch diameter tires, and soon other monster trucks, such as 
King Krunch, Maddog, and Virginia Giant, were being constructed. These early trucks were built off a stock 
chassis which were heavily reinforced, used leaf spring suspension, a stock body, and heavy military axles to 
support the tires. As a result, the trucks were incredibly heavy, typically 13,000 to 20,000 lb. and most times 
had to crawl up onto the cars.
For most of the early 1980s, monster trucks performed primarily exhibitions as a side show to truck pulling or 
mud bogging events. In 1985, major promoters, such as USHRA and TNT Motorsports, began racing monster 
trucks on a regular basis. The races, as they are today, were in the form of single elimination drag race, held 
over a course littered with obstacles. The change to racing eventually led truck owners to begin building lighter 
trucks, with more power. The establishment of TNT's first-ever monster truck points championship in 1988 
expedited the process and found teams beginning to use straight rail frames, fiberglass bodies, and lighter axle 
components to reduce weight and gain speed.
In 1988, to standardize rules for truck construction and safety, Bob Chandler, Braden, and George Carpenter 
formed the Monster Truck Racing Association (MTRA). The MTRA created standard safety rules to govern 
monster trucks. The organization still plays a major role in the sport's development in the USA and EU.
Even though racing was dominant as a competition, USHRA events began having freestyle exhibitions as early 
as 1993. These exhibitions were developed as drivers began asking for time to come out and perform if they lost 
in early rounds of racing. Promoters began to notice the popularity of freestyle among fans, and in 2000 
USHRA began holding freestyle as a judged competition at events, and now even awards a freestyle 
championship.

Posted 08/01/2013
Rotary Engine (Wankel)
The Rotary engine. I raced against Rotary engines in my snowmobile racing days. I even raced Wankel Rotaries 
for Artic Cat Industries for two seasons before returning to Bombardier, racing Ski Doo. In these two seasons I 
gain much experience working with the Rotary. I found the Rotary to be superior to the traditional 
piston/cylinder engine in some ways, and inferior in other ways. As with most things in this world, there is 
positive and negative.
Rotaries are not well understood by most people, even those who feel them to be an advanced design. The 
Wankel Rotary engine, contrary to what many believe, is not of a two cycle arrangement, it is a four cycle. It 
does operate with some of the two cycle appearances regarding ports instead of valves. This is probably what 
confuses some.
I’ll explain the workings of a rotary engine.
The two major components in a Rotary are the housing and rotor. The housing or chamber, what would be the 
cylinder bore in a piston/cylinder engine, is oval shape in design. The rotor, what would be the piston and both 
valves in a piston/cylinder engine, is triangle shape in design.
It functions with a rotor in an eccentric rotary design motion instead of using reciprocating pistons to convert 
pressure into a rotating motion. Eccentric meaning spinning on a lobe in an out of round motion, similar to a 
camshaft lobe. This is what makes it possible to spin in an oval shape area and still seal at all required points. 
The three tips of the triangle shaped rotor are the sealing points, as with the piston, rings, and both valves in a 
piston/cylinder engine. In the early 70s with snowmobile racing these sealing tips were referred to as “apexes”.  
The following is how each of the four cycles is accomplished.
Intake-as the first apex passes the intake port, this draws in the fuel air mixture charge as with the open intake 
valve and downward motion of the piston in a piston/cylinder engine.



Compression-as the next apex passes the intake port, this seals off and compresses the fuel air mixture charge in 
the combustion chamber as with the upward motion piston in a piston/cylinder engine.
Firing-as this apex pushes and compresses the fuel air mixture charge into the combustion area and is ignited by 
the spark plug(s). This exploded fuel air mixture charge pushes against the backside of the rotor triangle the 
same as with the top of the piston in a piston/cylinder engine. 
Exhaust- as the next apex passes the exhaust port the next behind apex pushes the burned fuel air mixture 
charge out the exhaust port, as with the open exhaust valve and the upward motion piston in a piston/cylinder 
engine. To complete the intake, compression, firing and exhaust process takes three revolutions of the output 
shaft. 
As for the positive and negative characteristics of a rotary when compared against a traditional piston/cylinder 
engine. With the experience I gained the following is how I feel but keep in mind this is only my opinion.
It has been said an OEM rotary produces horsepower out of proportion to its rated size. There are much fewer 
moving parts than with a piston/cylinder engine. This is not only a plus for less broken or worn out parts, but 
allows for safer high RPMs.  
Displacement is the engines capacity for moving the volume of fuel air mixture charge thru one cycle, the 
volume of air/fuel pushed thru is directly related to the power output of the engine. 
Figuring Displacement (CI/liter): For comparison purpose, a common rotary 13B engine, 1.308 liter, which 
figures in around 80ci of displacement. 
In a rotary each triangle shaped rotor has three faces, or working chambers, and there are two rotors in a 13B 
engine. If a rotary was rated by the same method as a piston/cylinder engine, bore/stroke times number of 
cylinders, the 13B would be a 3.9 liter. The following is how it would come out to 3.924 liters by figuring the 
same method as a piston/cylinder engine. In the 13B engine each of the three chambers of each rotor is 0.654 
liter, times three chambers equals 1.962 liter per rotor times two as the 13B has two rotors adding up to 3.924. 
But as I said earlier it takes three revolutions of the output shaft to bring all those chambers through a full cycle. 
Thus, on the 13B, each rotor total figure of 1.962 would be divided by 3 because it takes three revolutions of the 
output shaft to bring all those chambers through a full cycle. This would equal to 0.654 liter per rotor. The 13B 
has two rotors equaling it to 1.308 liter. 
If you think all that is complicated, there’s more. Keep in mind that displacement is the engines capacity for 
moving the volume of fuel air mixture charge thru one cycle, as I mentioned earlier the volume of air/fuel 
pushed thru is directly related to the power output of the engine. When calculating a rotary each rotor housing is 
figured as a cylinder. Then the displacement of one chamber per revolution, the 13B being 0.436, times three 
chambers equals 1.308 liter. There are two rotors on the 13B which would be 1.308 times two, coming out to 
2.606 or a 2.6 liter.  
To somewhat match a rotary to a piston/cylinder engine displacement, the rotary engine total displacement 
needs to be doubled. Therefore, our example of the 13B 1.308 liter rotary multiplied by two can actually push 
thru 2.6 liters of fuel air mixture charge.
The reasoning for this complex figuring method is the rotary design has the ability to push more fuel air mixture 
charge thru the engine at a given time than the piston/cylinder engine design.  
There are two important factors that can help in determining any engines efficiency. One is the engine’s ability 
to efficiently preheat the fuel air mixture by means of compressing it prior to the spark plug igniting it. The term 
for this process is Thermodynamic Efficiency.   
The other is the engine’s ability to efficiently flow the fuel air mixture charge and exhaust the by product. This 
is Volumetric Efficiency. 
When dealing with the engine’s Thermodynamic Efficiency, the ideal combustion chamber would be a sphere 
shape. The cylinder in piston/cylinder engines is this ideal shape, this makes them a more efficient design. This 
means, per each unit of fuel consumed, piston/cylinder engines tend to turn the fuel air mixture charge into a 
higher percentage of power output than the rotary engine design. But in a piston/cylinder engine system the 
piston and connecting rod must reciprocate, that is move up and down, changing directions in milliseconds to 
accomplish the same task. These extreme changes of direction creates a lot of surface area friction. Then there is 
the complex camshaft and valve system with many moving parts. 
When looking at Volumetric Efficiency, rotaries don’t have the complex valve train, this along with breathing 
through relatively large ports, rotaries tend to more efficiently fill the chambers thru more volume, faster. This 



efficient breathing system is very favorable in the higher RPM range to produce high horsepower without 
producing high peak torque. This allows rotary to generate a longer, smoother torque range. This has its benefit 
with drivability. Rotary engines, as previously mentioned, are less thermodynamically efficient, much of the 
wasted heat is pushed out thru the exhaust system. Turbochargers convert thermal energy to moving or spinning 
energy. For this reason rotary engines are often turbocharged. They are well designed to get the most out of a 
turbo.
One of the problems we encountered racing our rotaries was with the ignition timing and lean fuel to air 
mixture. Rotary engines are somewhat fussy concerning ignition timing. Lean fuel to air mixture was also 
critical, these two factors had to be observed closely. The apexes would fail and break from detonation. 
Turbochargers, which we did not use on snowmobiles I think would accelerate this problem. Another issue is 
that it doesn’t take much overheating to ruin a rotary engine. Piston/cylinder engines are a little more tolerant 
with these issues.  
Probably the biggest plus with a rotary engine is its compact size with less moving parts.
The smooth pulling performance of a rotary is nice and as I mentioned earlier, enhances the drivability and that 
distinguishing whine of a rotary engine intimidates some. But I returned to Ski Doo, as I missed the brute torque 
and power of the piston cylinder engine.     

Posted 04/27/2013
Engines from the Past-Chevy small block 302 CI
This engine was designed exclusively for use only in the Camaro Z28. This 302 (4.9 L) (referred to as 5.0 L) 
engine design made it possible to meet the Sports Car Club of America SCCA Trans-Am Series road-racing 
rules from 1967–1969.  
The added cubic inch displacement was accomplished by enlarging the 283 CI bore from 3.875 to 4.000. The 
next two engine CI sizes used this 4.000 bore block, the 327 CI and 350CI. The 1967 early 302 used the same 
nodular cast-iron crank as the 283, but a forged steel crankshaft that was also available. The rod and main 
bearing diameter was increased in 1968 when the rod journal size was increased from 2.00 inch diameter, 
referred to as “small journal” to 2.10 inch diameter, referred to as “large journal” and the main-journal size was 
increased from 2.30 inch to 2.45 inch. The large journal connecting rods were heavier and used 3/8 inch 
diameter cap bolts to replace the small journal's 11/32 inch. 1968 blocks were made in 2-bolt and 4-bolt 
versions with the 4-bolt center three main caps each fastened by two additional bolts which were supported by 
the addition of heavier crankcase main-web bulkheads. When the journal size increased to the standard large 
journal size, the crankshaft for the 302 was specially built of “tufftride” hardened forged 1053 steel and fitted 
with a high-rpm 8.00 inch diameter harmonic balancer. The 302 had a 3/4-length semi-circular windage tray, 
heat treated, magnafluxed, and shot peened forged 1038-steel “pink” connecting rods. In 1969 floating wrist 
pin, and forged aluminum pistons with higher scuff resistance, high sealing single moly rings. The 302’s solid 
lifter cam, known as the “30-30 Duntov” cam named after its .030/.030 inch intake/exhaust hot valve-lash and 
Zora Arkus Duntov. The 1969 302 used the “202 high-performance 327 CI double-hump 461” heads (2.02/1.60 
valve diameter), pushrod guide plates, hardened 'blue-stripe' pushrods, edge-orifice lifters to keep more 
valvetrain oil in the crankcase for high-rpm lubrication, and stiffer valvesprings. In 1967, a new design high rise 
cast aluminum dual plane intake manifold with larger smoother passage runners was introduced for the 302 CI 
Z/28 Camaro. 
With the Camaro’s front frame cross over the exhaust manifolds were forced to be the more restrictive rear 
outlet “log” design.
The 302 CI Z28 Camaro came with a chrome oil filler tube and valve covers from 1967 to 1968, and chrome 
14.00 x 3.00 inch drop base open element air-cleaner assembly on a 780cfm vacuum secondary Holley 4-Bbl 
carburetor. 
A “divorced” exhaust crossover port heated well style choke thermostat coil was used to provide cleaner and 
faster engine warm-up. 
The ignition was a one set of points system distributor, the ignition point cam was redesigned to reduce point 
bounce at high-rpm along with a vacuum diaphragm to advance ignition timing at idle and part-throttle for 
economy and emissions.
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The balancer and water-pump pulleys, as well as optional power steering pulleys, were deep groove for fan belt 
retention at high-rpm. In 1969, the 302 shared the finned cast-aluminum valve covers with the LT-1 350 
Corvette engine. 
The 302 was conservatively rated at 290 hp at 5800 rpm and 290 lb of torque at 4800, but actual output with its 
production 11:1 compression ratio was around 376 hp with 1.625 inch primary x 3.0 inch secondary tubular 
headers that came in the trunk when ordered with a new Z28. 
It’s known that with a few add-ons, the little 302 pushed out 400 plus HP. When prepared for all out 
competition, upwards of 465 HP could be accomplished. 
The 302's bore/stroke and rod/stroke geometries made it a natural high rpm engine and responsible for its being 
among the more reliable production street engines and highly recognized for full competition, winning back to 
back Trans Am Championships. 

Posted 03/22/2012 
Supercharger Boost:
Boost is the amount of air turbulence created by the supercharger. 
A good quality supercharger will sustain the air ratio consistent with the engine displacement throughout the 
RPM range, but the odds on a supercharger producing a thoroughly constant boost in many engines are slim. 
While bolting a supercharger on stock, untouched OEM heads and cam may turn out a noticeable performance 
increase, the restricted air flow is in direct conflict to the working characteristics of the blower. An engine set 
up such as this will typically show higher boost figures as RPMs climb. Many well train mechanics as well as 
experienced performance enthusiasts misunderstand supercharger boost, as it is the general opinion, the higher 
the boost reading, the more air that is crammed into the engine, the more the power output. When I drag raced 
there was always someone bragging about the high amount of boost pressure their blower was creating, 
probably exaggerating somewhat also. But in any case they were not as smart as they’d like to think. Boost 
readings are taken at the intake, with the blower pushing out more boost in the higher Rs, against the engine air 
input restrictions, the boost builds pressure in the intake, producing higher and somewhat erroneous figures. 
With less restriction the boost is easily pushed into the combustion chambers for a strong steady performance 
curve. It’s really quite simple if given a little thought, the more the restriction the higher the boost reading-the 
less the restriction the lower the boost reading. We all know the less restrictions in the engine input and to a 
degree, the output is essential for optimum performance. Therefore an efficiently designed engine input, output, 
and cam system will generate lower boost numbers.    
Boost is regulated in direct relationship to the displacement of the engine and by the displacement of the 
blower, and the speed the blower is turned in relationship to the engine speed. A given size blower would 
produce more boost on a small displacement engine than with a large displacement. The 6-71 based blower is 
quite sufficient on a modified 427, 454, or even larger. But will also work well on a 350, 327, or smaller engine. 
This can be accomplished by changing the pulley size that joins the crank and blower. Doing this will increase 
(called overdriving) or decrease (called underdriving) the blower speed in relationship to the engine speed as 
needed. 
“Underdriving” is most common, because “overdriving” is not as sensible. When using a small displacement 
blower on a large displacement engine “overdriving would be
needed, but to supply the needed boost the blower speed would have to turn an impractical high speed in 
relationship to engine speed. 
With my experience it is my opinion that it’s best to use a blower designed for the engine size.  
With our 327s we could get a boost gauge reading around 10, which was not too shabby. Many of our 
competitor 327s were producing 14 and higher. This meant our engine input was less restrictive, meaning it to 
be a much better breathing engine. It would bring that little 327 to life.   

Posted 03/17/2012
Supercharger System: 
Supercharger and Turbocharger are not the same systems. A large difference is the way each is driven. 
Supercharger is driven by a belt connected to the crankshaft, as with the alternator or water pump. Turbocharger 
is driven by the exhaust being routed thru a turbine within the unit. A turbocharged engine tends to provide a 



weak power boost at lower rpms, not as resourceful until higher Rs are reached. Turbos also create added back 
pressure in the exhaust system. Supercharger, when bolted on professionally ported and relieved heads along 
with a carefully planned cam, has the ability to produce a balanced power increase throughout the rpm range.
The supercharger idea was derived from General Motors in the late 50s for use on the 2 stroke Detroit Diesel 
truck engine. GM identified the engine as “6-71”. This because it was the GMC V6 engine having 6 cylinders at 
71ci each. The engine name remained with the blower when racers adapted it to racing. In the pits at the drags a 
“6-71” based blown 327 Chevy could usually be found.     
When I drag raced we at times got into supercharging the engine, or as it was better known as a “Blown” 
engine. A properly tuned blown engine can produce a significant increase in horsepower and torque. It was not 
uncommon for “blown” small block Chevy 327ci to gracefully outperform a normally aspirated big block 427. 
The blower system mounts between the cylinder heads and the carburetor. 
The carburetor is mounted on the top of the blower. The carb functions much the same as without the blower. 
The belt pulley system is mounted on the crankshaft to connect the crank to the blower thru a belt. The more 
rpms the crank turns, the faster the blower turns, the more air/fuel charge forced into the engine. 
Aftermarket suppliers began supplying mounting to provide accommodation to various engine manufactures.
I chose Chevy power plants to supercharge as did most other racers. But Pontiac engines reacted to being 
supercharged quite well also.      

Posted 01/27/2012
Engines from the Past-Chevy 283 Small Block Chevy Engine 
By 1957 the Chevy Small Block was in its third model year of production, with this came a bored out to 3.875 
version of the 265ci that originated in 1955. The stroke remained 3.00. The 283 was available in the full size 
Bel Air model as well as the Corvette. Five different versions of the 283 were available in ‘57, starting at 
185 hp and up to 283 hp, this depended on, in part, to the fuel delivery system, two or four barrel, dual four 
barrels, or a Rochester mechanical fuel injection system. The fuel injection produced the most power output, 
when introduced in 1957 it was called “Ramjet” fuel injection. The ‘57 283ci fuel injected version producing 
283 hp, an even 1 hp per cubic inch; this was an impressive feat at the time. 
It didn’t take long for the Chevy small block design to become popular with racers. The small block Chevy 
became known as the "Mighty Mouse" engine; influenced by the popular cartoon character of the time, as the 
little small block could keep up with and often out run engines of nearly 100ci bigger. In time the “Mighty” was 
dropped, but the “Mouse” reference stuck and the Chevy small block is still called the “Mouse”. 
The bored and stroked version 327ci appeared in 1962 but the 283 continued to be offered as a choice thru the 
1967 model year.    
I had much experience with the 283; the winding power this little engine could push out was amazing. It was 
small and lightweight making it perfect to transplant into a small car or old coupe.  Aftermarket performance 
parts and “hop up” kits could be found nearly anywhere. 

Posted 01/17/2012
Engines from the Past-Chrysler V8 “LA” Engines 
The Chrysler LA-Series V8 engines came about in 1964 and were based on the pre-existing A-series engines, 
but the block was lightened by thinner cylinder wall castings. The A and LA blocks are similarly sized and hard 
to tell apart from the outside. The cylinder head appearance was the most noticeable difference between the LA 
and A engines, A-series heads are considerably larger than the LA's heads. With the lightened block and 
redesigned cylinder heads, LA engines were lighter weight than the A engines, in caparison, the 318 ci was built 
in both the A-series and LA-series type and were identical in bore center sizes and bore lengths, but the newer 
LA engine was 55 pounds lighter.  
 The most clearly visible differences are in the heads: the LA engines used wedge heads, while the A-engines 
used much wider, heavier heads. The valve arrangement was the big factor in the difference with the heads, the 
A-series had the exhaust valve parallel to the bore, and the intake valve tipped toward the intake manifold, thus 
producing a “Poly” spherical shaped combustion chamber.
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The LA-series had all the valves tipped to the intake manifold and inline as viewed from the front of the engine 
giving it a wedge shaped combustion chamber. This forced Chrysler to completely retool for the newer design 
heads and intake manifold.  
The understanding at the time was the reason for such a change in the head design and block lightening was that 
this engine was designed to go into the Plymouth Valiant and Dodge Dart model cars. These were small cars 
and were not originally designed for a V-8 engine. The older A-series engine was far too wide at the cylinder 
heads in order to go into the car. Wedge head cylinder heads were installed on the LA engine block allowing the 
engine to drop into these two car models opening the door to a lighter, more power producing engine. 
The LA engines were modern, relatively efficient, and durable designs that became the engine foundation of 
Chrysler's cars and trucks for decades. A variety of LA-series engine variations were produced in the 1950s and 
1960s, phasing out in time but the 318 and 360 cubic inch sizes remained for over thirty years. The LA series 
basic design is still in use in the Viper V10. 

Posted 01/09/2012
Hydraulic Lifters:
No matter what some may say, a standard OEM style hydraulic lifter will lose the ability to perform well around 
6000 rpms. When I drag raced this was proven to me time after time. In the mid 60s we didn’t have all the 
options offered now. The valves would begin to float around 6000 rpms. In some instances 5700 or 5800 would 
be the start of a problem. The division I and my ‘56 Olds frequently competed in was G/Stock/Auto. The G 
designation was determined by car weight to engine CI ratio. The Stock designation was just what it implied, 
stock. And the Auto designation was in reference to the transmission. My ‘56 Olds did not come with solid 
lifters, as did not most cars of the era. 
At first we all thought the problem to be the oil pressure not insufficient enough to keep the lifter pumped up. 
Increasing the oil pressure at the lifter did not address the problem; in fact it created additional issues. 
Following much research and experimenting it was found the oil was bleeding out the top of the lifter, escaping 
between the plunger and the lifter wall.
We then went through junk yards inspecting and measuring lifter plungers. This was tedious work and took a lot 
of time. Finally we got lucky. We found a lifter having a plunger that was a slight .004 inch larger across than 
ours. It was from a ‘55 Packard V8.      
We were excited and thought this to be a fairly simple fix now, as we had access to an ID and OD lathe. The 
lifter ID wall dimensions were fairly close, at least enough for our plans. Our first thoughts of course were if 
bleed off is bad then 0 bleed off will do the trick perfectly. It turned out we were out to lunch about the same as 
we were regarding the oil pressure theory. It didn’t work either and also created new problems. Turns out the 
lifter must bleed off some to maintain proper rocker arm and valve stem geometry with 0 clearance. 
We started over; and finding ‘55 Packard lifters was difficult as Packard of any year was not that plentiful. This 
time we were more precise with reworking the plungers to a smaller dimension. This was a dramatic 
improvement. The engine could now reach rpms of 6500 to 6800 before valve float began to appear. 
Throughout the following off season we track down 16 more Packard lifters. This time we reworked the Lifter 
ID wall as well as the plunger to bring all 16 lifters to the exact same dimensions. We brought the plunger to 
wall clearance down to precisely .0001 for all 16 lifters. This worked perfect, I could push my Olds 324 CI to 
7000 rpms with no valve float at all. 7000 rpms was more than plenty for this engine as the rotating assembly 
was extremely heavy and was living dangerously at 6000. 
A year later we put these same lifters in a ‘58 Chevy Small Block 283 CI engine coupled to a 4 speed manual 
transmission. This sounds unbelievable, but we tried several tachometers, this little lightweight 283 would crank 
upwards of 7400 rpms with no valve float using hydraulic lifters.
When running the Olds we were checked numerous times and never DQ’d for this lifter procedure we were 
applying, no one was actually aware of what we were doing and the rule simply stated hydraulic lifters only. 
Others were frequently caught with solid lifters and penalized.                 

Posted 01/06/2012
Engines from the Past-Beginning of the Legendary Small Block Chevy Engine 



By 1955 many automakers already had overhead valve V8s. Olds and Caddy since 1949, Chrysler had the Hemi 
since 1951, Ford since 1954. 
Chevy had only the inline 6 cylinder called “Blue Flame Six”. This 235 ci 6 was the only engine available, even 
in the new model two seater sportscar, the ‘53 Vette and the ‘54 version also.
Chevy was redesigning the car models for 1955. Giving in to the trend of more sleek, performance appearing 
cars. A much better performing engine was needed. When the ‘55 Bel Air was offered to the public it could be 
purchased with a brand new style engine, a 265 ci OHV V8. This engine design came about in part by a man 
named Ed Cole at GM. The 265 turn out to be far more than what was needed to keep up with the other 
available V8s, in both sales and performance. 
The 265 was originally designed for the ‘55 Vette and went from the drawing board to production in 15 short 
weeks. The 265ci 3.750 bore/3.00 stroke, cast iron block, push rod design with hydraulic lifters produced 
162hp/257tq/8.0cr/with a 2 barrel carb. A big difference in this engine design from the other manufactures was 
in the rocker arm mounting. Each rocker arm was individually mounted on its own stud, where as others were 
all mounted together on one shaft on each head. This system provides superior geometry to the rocker arms in 
relationship to each other. The 265 block was designed with 4.4 inch bore spacing which continued in use for 
decades.  
The new Bel Air could be ordered with a Rochester 4 barrel carb and dual exhaust raising the output to 
180hp/260tq. This set up was known as “Power Pack”. This made the ‘55 and ‘56 Bel Air an extreme performer 
on the street or strip. In ‘56 the 265 was upped to 9.25cr, producing 205hp/268tq with 4 barrel carb.  
The 265 was just what the ‘55 Vette needed. But the ‘56 Vette was available in three versions of the 265 power 
plant. With 4 barrel carb, 210hp/270tq. With dual Rochester 4 barrels 225hp/275tq. With dual Rochester 4 
barrels and special cam 240hp/280tq. A lightweight ‘56 Vette with the 240hp version was a real performer.
The original 1955 year 265 block did have a severe design flaw as it had no mounting area for an oil filter.  
The 265 opened the threshold to the famous Small Block designed Chevy engines, but only lasted 3 short years, 
‘55, ‘56 and ‘57. In 1957 a bored out to 3.875 version became the famed Chevy 283 Small block. There were 
still a few 265s left and offered along with the 283 in the 1957 model year. More on the 283 in a later post.   
The Small Block Chevy V8 was, and still is, the most widely used engine in racing. The majority of the design 
characteristics in the original 265 were maintained thru the years, in fact there is little difference even with the 
modern 602 Crate engine.      

Posted 12/21/2011
Chopping and Channeling:
In the later 50s and early 60s the street rod and drag strip guys would customize their old coupes, roadsters and 
even sedans. 
They would lower the roof closer to the body; this produced the effect of less air resistance, therefore the car 
could gain speed faster and obtain a higher top end. Some would go even farther by lowering the roof down 
more in the front than the rear; this angled wedge shaped design produces a more aerodynamic car. This lowing 
of the roof is referred to as “Chopping”.  
Still others would lower the entire body over the frame by removing the floor and refastening it higher inside 
the body, causing the body to become closer to the ground. This was all accomplished without altering the 
suspension. Lowering the body would also produce less air flow resistance and gave the overall effect of a more 
massive body appearance. This procedure of lowering the body is called “Channeling”.  
Another effort that is done more now than back in the early days is to remove a horizontal section from the 
body and lowing the top part down and connecting to the bottom. The purpose is to reduce the overall height of 
the bodywork of the car. Like with the other two alterations this also has the advantage of reducing a car's 
frontal area and reducing air restriction. This modification is known as “Sectioning”. This may be seen more 
with mini trucks.  
 A Chopped and Channel coupe, roadster or even a sedan not only could perform better but had a great 
appearance.  

Posted 12/13/2011



Cars from the Past-1932 Ford Coupe
In the 1932 model year Ford began production of the Model B or also called Model 18, style car. The model B 
came in several body/chassis types; 2 and 4 door sedan, convertible, and the coupe known as “Deuce Coupe”, 
derived from the year (‘32). Nearly two decades later, starting in the late forties, the “Deuce Coupe” became a 
sought after car for the hot rod guys. With the Flathead Ford V8 and the lightweight body/chassis the car was 
fairly nimble when put up against the big heavy cars of the era. The ‘32 Ford Coupe was perfect, lightweight 
and sleek appearing. With some chopping and channeling of the body, the “Deuce Coupe” looked even sharper. 
The Flathead Ford V8 was the #1 choice till the mid fifties. In the mid 50s the overhead valve (OHV) V8 was 
well established, after first appearing in 1949 Olds and Caddy. The switch to these higher powered V8s started 
taking place. The Olds “Rocket” 303ci was the most often seen if the coupe had an OHV engine. The engine 
was purchased used and the Olds engine was much more available than the Caddy OHV 331ci, as Olds sold 
more cars than Caddy. More info on the Olds 303 can be found in the post dated 11/28/11. For you Chrysler 
fans, yes Chrysler had an OHV V8 in 1951, the first Hemi, but it was a complicated engine and far too large and 
much too heavy to be practical for this application. 
By the later part of the mid 50s (around 57) another engine manufactures became popular. This was the Buick 
“Nailhead”. It started production in 1953, so it had been around for about 5 years and starting to become more 
plentiful in junkyards. More info on the Buick “Nailhead” can be found in the post dated 11/13/11.
By the end of the 50s and the beginning of the 60s still another engine manufacture jumped in. Yes you guessed 
it, the Chevy small block, introduced in 1955. This engine took over immediately. Chevy engineers could not 
have designed this engine for the coupe application any better if they had actually tried.  It was small in size and 
weighed much less than any other OHV V8, and produce the performance needed to propel the “Deuce Coupe” 
to victory time after time. Another plus for using the Chevy engine was that manual transmission, belhousing, 
clutch, flywheel and pressure plate were readily available, this was not so with Olds, Buick, or Caddy as they 
were 99% if not 100% automatic transmission equipped cars. A “Deuce Coupe” with stick shift was more 
appealing than automatic. Although there could be a few versions of the “Deuce Coupe” still found with the 
classic Buick “Nailhead” V8, by the 1960s the Chevy small block was the most widely used. 
I never own a “Deuce Coupe” but have helped in building a couple, it was very enjoyable. I will tell you about 
them in another post.                  

Posted 12/10/2011
Engines from the Past-Pontiac 1955 V8 Engine
From 1933 to 1954 Pontiac offered only a straight (in-line) 8 cyl engine. But by 1955, Olds and Caddy had a V8 
for 6 years. The straight 8s were sluggish gas guzzlers. 1955 was the year that saw a big redesign to more sleek, 
sharp looking cars and Pontiac did the same. With this redesign came a new V8. The 287, 
287ci/3.750br/3.250stk/180hp@4600rpm/264tq@2400rpm/8.0cr/2br carb. The cast iron cylinder heads had 
wedge shape combustion chambers. Pontiac came up with a new design feature of mounting the rocker arms on 
ball pivots, mounted separately on individual studs, rather than using a rocker shaft to mount rocker arms on the 
head; this allowed more consistent valve action with less weight than a conventional shaft. This OEM set up is 
now quite often referred to as “stamped rocker arms”. It also reduced the engine build cost. This Pontiac idea 
was immediately handed to the Chevrolet division for their first postwar V-8, which appeared the same 1955 
year and this individual rocker arm mounting system is still used in Chevy engines. Early Pontiac V8s were 
reverse cooled, known as “gusher” cooling system. Pontiac engines went to the typical ("equa-flow") way of 
cooling in the 1960 model year. Keeping with tradition of naming engines, Pontiac called the 287 “Strato 
Streak”. This Pontiac engine was used primarily in cars sold in the US; Canadian built Pontiacs generally used 
Chevy engines. 
The 287 along with the elegant body style change put Pontiac in the running for sales in the ‘55 model year. But 
the 287 had a short career of just one model year, a bored out version 316 replaced it in 1956.   

Posted 11/28/2011
Engines from the Past-Oldsmobile 303 Rocket V8 Engine  



As I said in an earlier post, the 50s began the conversion to the overhead valve V8 engine and Oldsmobile was 
the one that got it started by offering the first mass-produced overhead valve (OHV) V8 engine in the 1949 
model year. If the chief engineer Charles Ketting was to have his way, the new (OHV) V8 would be called 
"Kettering Power", but right from the start Olds named it “Oldsmobile Rocket” and it lived up to its name.   
This 1949 powerplant 303ci/3.750br/3.437stk/150hp@3600rpm/280tq@1800rpm/7.6cr/2br carb. Nearly 300 ft 
pds of torque at a mere 1800 rpms is not too shabby, in 1949 or even at later muscle car standards. In 1949 
comparison, a competitor’s mass produced V8 produced 85hp@3800rpm/144tq@2000rpm. The 303 came with 
hydraulic lifters, which were also self adjusting, forged cast iron crank, floating wristpins and a dual plane 
intake. The 303 Oldsmobile Rocket V8 engine being so much ahead of its time dominated Nascar events from 
its debut in 1949 until its last year of production in 1953. In early Nascar the competing cars were showroom 
run.
The 1949 model Oldsmobile was offered as “88”, within the first months of the debut of the “Rocket V8” 
engine, the 88 picked up the name “Rocket 88”, this name would stay for many years to come and was even 
heard and seen in Oldsmobile adds as the Oldsmobile “Rocket 88”.        
In 1952 the 303 was fitted with a 4br carb pushing the figures up to 160hp/265tq. The 1952 Olds Rocket 88 had 
the 2br version and the 88s with the 4br version were called “Super 88”. 
In 1953 the 303’s compression ratio was upped to 8.0 pushing the figures to 165hp/284tq. This would be the 
most powerful 303 and the last year of its production. A bored out version, 324ci, was introduced in the 1954 
model year. I had a 9 year old ‘56 Olds Super 88 with a 324ci when I was 17 years old. What a car, I’ll try to 
remember to tell you more of this in a later post. 
Because of the tremendous performance the 303 Rocket V8 produced, some consider the 1949 Rocket 88 the 
first muscle car.    
The 303 was ahead of its time, known for its excellent power to weight ratio, fuel economy, and smooth, strong, 
reliable running characteristics. 
The 303 conception was the base for many engine designs to come, not only at Oldsmobile, but others as well. 

Posted 11/24/2011
Engines from the Past-Chrysler Corp. 1955 “Poly” V8 Engine 
The 50s began the conversion to the overhead valve V8 engine, except Oldsmobile and Cadillac which offered 
theirs in 1949. Chrysler or as now referred to as Mopar, entered the game too. They offered their first overhead 
valve V8 in 1951. But Chrysler offered lower line models as well as their big heavy high end models and this 
original V8 had huge, heavy cylinder heads with complex valve operation, this added to the cost, size, and 
weight, and lengthened build time. This engine was fine for the modest selling, big expensive high end models, 
but because it took too long to build, this along with its heavy weight made it impractical for use in the lower 
scale cars which had a much higher turnover in sales. They needed an engine they could build in the amount of 
time needed to keep up with car sales. Plymouth customers couldn’t even get a V8. 
To address these issues, Chrysler came up with a lighter less complicated engine by adapting the original, big, 
heavy V8. This was done by substituting to a much less intricate head design. The new head was designed with 
polyspherical (Poly) shaped combustion chambers. The valves activated by a single rocker shaft instead of two 
as on the original head. This “Poly” engine used the original V8’s existing crankshaft parts and low deck 
version of the original V8 block. But with completely different pushrods, exhaust manifolds, and pistons. The 
“Poly” came with hydraulic lifters, and most had 7.6 compression ratio. These “Poly” engines had better low-
to-mid-speed performance than the original big V8; this was a plus for ordinary drivers of sedans and wagons.
This first year engine came as 241ci/3.4375 bore/3.250 stroke/157hp/217tq/2bl carb and a bored out version 
259ci/3.5625 bore/3.250 stroke/167hp/231tq/2bl carb. The 259-4bl version being 177hp/238tq. 
These new “Polys” mounted in Plymouths were called “Spitfire”. 
This new “Poly” engine was a quick fix venture for the 1955 model year at Chrysler and another redesign was 
in the making for the following, 1956 year. 
The “Poly” head design remained in production but was phased out and ended in 1958.  
The original, 1955 model year “Poly” engines can be identified by the separate lifter valley cover under the 
intake manifold. Starting with the 1956 model year, “Polys”, along with other changes did not have the separate 
lifter valley cover under the intake manifold; the intake performed this function.



This original “Poly” engine, based on the big heavy original V8, had a short career, but turned out to be what 
Chrysler needed to throw their hat into the ring with GM and Ford in 1955.   
  

Posted 11/18/2011
Engines from the Past-Ford Flathead V8 
The famous Ford flathead V8 often referred simply the “Ford Flathead” or “Flathead Ford” was in the form of a 
V type 8 cylinder engine with the valves located in the block instead of the heads. This is referred to as flathead 
or sometimes called “L-head”, and was designed by the Ford Motor Company and built by Ford and various 
licensees. 
The “Flathead Ford” weak point was valves for each bank were mounted inside the V block area formed by the 
V shape of the cylinders. The intake manifold fed both banks from inside the block but the exhaust had to pass 
between the cylinders to reach the outboard exhaust manifolds. This arrangement transferred exhaust heat to the 
block, imposing a large cooling load; it required far more coolant and radiator capacity than other engines. Ford 
flathead V8s were notorious for cracking blocks if their barely adequate cooling systems were overworked, as 
with trucking or racing. The first Flatheads built from 1932 to 1935 had “Babbitt” type bearings, this type of 
bearing required skill and machine shop equipment to work with. It was upgraded with replaceable shell type 
main and connecting rod bearings in the latter part of the 1936 production year and on through 1953.  
During the engine's first decade of production, when overhead valve engines were rare, it was usually known 
simply as the Ford V-8. The “Flathead Ford” engine was introduced in 1932. It was the first independently 
designed and built V8 engine produced by Ford for mass production, and it ranks as one of the company's most 
important developments.  A desire for more powerful engines was one of the buying public’s top concerns in the 
American car and truck market for a half century, this lasted until 1973. The Ford flathead V8 fit right in with 
the time of its introduction. 
The first car model that it was offered in, the Model 18, this car model was sold as simply the "Ford V-8", 
named after its new engine. This was in 1932. 
The “Flathead Ford”, with very little changes was installed in Ford passenger cars and trucks until 1953, 
making the engine's 21-year production run for the U.S. consumer market longer than the 19-year run of the 
Ford Model T design 4 cylinder engine. The “Flathead Ford” made the Ward's list of the 10 best engines of the 
20th century. 
The “Flathead Ford” was number 1 of the top 3 engines of choice for the street rod guys to install in their old 
street coupes and roadsters for cruising and edging on a drag race in the early to mid 1950s and was edged back 
to the number 2 engine of choice by the latter part of the 1950s. But maintained very closed to number 1 till the 
end of the 1950s.    
The V8 Ford cars of the 1930s powered by the “Flathead Ford” engine were the first choice for many of the 
gangsters of that era for the car’s ability to out run the law. 
The original “Flathead Ford” was 221 ci displacement, 3.0625 bore/3.75 stroke, 5.5 compression ratio, 65 hp 
with a single-barrel carburetor. The 221 was produced 1932 through 1936 and can be identified by the location 
of the water pumps, located at the front of the heads. Although a similar 221 flathead was used in Fords for 
1937 and 1938, the block was revised to have the water pumps mount to the block. The new design also 
relocated the water outlet from the front of the heads to the top center of the heads and were designated V8-78. 
1932 through 1938 engines used twenty one studs to hold down each head and are known as "21 stud" engines. 
The 221 ranged from 65 hp/101 tq to 85hp/144 tq, accomplished by various compression ratios and carburetor 
size arrangements. 221s are commonly referred to as "85 horse" engines. 
In late 1938 Ford introduced V8-81A, commonly called the "24 stud" engine because it uses twenty four studs 
to hold down each head. The V8-81A engine debuted at the same time as the 239.  
In 1939 the 239 started production as 239 ci 3.1875 bore/3.75 stroke, 6.2 compression ratio, 95 hp/170 tq. This 
was a plan to offer a more powerful engine for the new Mercury line of cars Ford started producing in 1939. 
Mercury got the 239 in 1939 and then Fords in 1946. The 239 ranged from 85 hp/144 tq to 110 hp/194 tq, 
accomplished by various compression ratios and carburetor size arrangements. 1948 to 1953 engines have an 
updated cooling and ignition system 239s are commonly referred to as "100 horse" engines although the 
horsepower was increased in 1952 to 110 horsepower.
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As with all factory built engines, higher power output could be obtained by various modifications, such as 
improving the internal airflow by removing material from top the block between the valves and the cylinders, 
this is called relieving. Also as done with heads on an overhead system, increasing the size of the inlet and 
exhaust passages, called porting, along with polishing the cast surfaces would greatly improve fuel flow. Strip 
and street rod guys would refer to this as “ported, polished and relieved”. Less restrictive intake manifolds were 
speed shop available. Of course increasing the compression ratio could be accomplished by milling material 
from the head or by obtaining aluminum aftermarket heads. Changing to a more suitable for performance 
camshaft worked well but required head removal so that the valves could be held open to clear the cam. Adding 
a longer stroke would add torque, a much sought after crankshaft by the performance guys was the four inch 
stroke crank offered in the Mercury version flathead, these cranks came in 1949 to 1953 engines. Even 
upgrading the flathead to an overhead valve configuration kit could be purchased; this kit included Ardun heads 
with valve in head design. This modification was initiated for those that used the flat head engine in trucks and 
other such high load applications. This kit not only increased the engines power output but also addressed the 
constant overheating problem by routing the exhaust more directly out, and away from the block. 
1953 was the end of production of the famous “Ford Flathead” as Ford retooled to produce overhead, push rod 
type engines. 

Posted 11/14/2011:
GM DOHC Engine:
I received some interesting info from one of my GM contacts that a new generation, redesigned engine may be 
born at GM.  
Through the years GM has continued the commitment of developing the pushrod engine design, but is now 
researching into a 6.2L Gen V engine, in the form of a dual overhead cam (DOHC) design. 
The Gen V engine may also feature variable valve timing like the Gen IV engine it may replace, and because of 
its OHC design the new engine will likely have four valves per cylinder and should be even more beneficial. 
The Gen V may also feature GM's active fuel management (AFM) or cylinder deactivation technology; this 
drops 4 cylinders and becomes a V4 when feasible. 
This Gen V engine is planned for use in the C3XX platform of vehicles, which is the codename for what will 
replace the GMT 900 platform of GM’s current line of full-size trucks and SUVs. 
Also a next Gen of the current 5.3L V8 that’s been around since 1999 may be on the drawing board. No info 
regarding the ci or liter displacement at this time but this next Gen engine will probably remain an overhead 
valve pushrod design.
We will have to wait and see how much if any of this comes about.  

Posted 11/13/2011
Engines from the Past-Buick "Nailhead” V8 
Up until 1953 Buick’s 8 cylinder engine came in the form of a 264 ci straight 8, similar to a straight six but with 
two more cylinders making this engine huge in length. 
The first Buick V style eight cylinder engine produced and offer in their assembly line vehicles came about in 
1953, a 322 ci V8, 4.000 inch bore x 3.20 inch stroke, overhead valve push rod engine, using the same design 
characteristics as the Oldsmobile "Rocket V8" engine which was introduced in 1949. The design characteristics 
were about the only alike features of the two engines. The Buick engine was designed with unusual vertical 
positioning of the intake and exhaust valves. The head area of the valves was also smaller in diameter than other 
comparable displacement engines of the same era, this along with restrictive intake and exhaust ports, and 
intake runners made the engine produce a lot of torque, many “Nailheads exceeded one foot pound per cubic 
inch, which was exceptional for the day. This unconventional set up was compared to nails because of the valve 
head diameter being rather small; hence, this engine became known as the "Nailhead" and came in several 
versions in its first year of production, ranging from143 hp/228 tq up to 200 hp/309 tq.  This was accomplished 
by various compression ratios along with a 2 or 4 barrel carburetor arrangement. 
In 1954 a smaller cylinder bore version of 3.625, 264 cu in, 143 and 150 hp, was introduced as a direct 
replacement for the straight 8 engine for use in Buick’s lower priced cars. The 264 was the same ci as the old 
straight 8 flathead, but with the V8 characteristics and higher compression ratios this engine added 18 to 25 hp 
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depending on the version. The larger 322 engine was limited to the Roadmaster, Super and Century models, and 
then offered as an option in the Special in the 1956 model year. 
The 322 and 264 were the first generation of the classic “Nailhead”, starting in 1953 and ending in 1956. 
Buick, like most of its competitors, continued to expand their durable V8 engine to larger displacements. This 
opened the door to the second generation of the classic “Nailhead”, offering a 364 ci in 1957. The bored and 
stroked 364, 4.125 inch bore x 3.40 inch stroke, 250 hp/380 tq 2 barrel, 9.5 compression ratio and 300 hp/400 tq 
4 barrel, 10.0 compression ratio, were formidable power plants. The 300 hp/400 tq 4 barrel version being 
number 3 of the top 3 engines of choice for the street rod guys to install in their old street coupes and roadsters 
for cruising and edging on a drag race in the late 50s and early 60s. The unusual appearance of the engine was a 
big facture with this. The famous 364 engine production was halted in 1961. 
In 1959 Buick engineers crossed the 400 ci threshold with a bored and stroked 401 ci “Nailhead” engine, 4.187 
inch bore x 3.64 inch stroke, 325 hp/445 tq 4 barrel, 10.5 compression ratio. This 401 ci engine was later 
relabeled a "400"; this was to meet GM standards for maximum displacement engines in mid size cars. Yes GM 
implemented a maximum cubic engine size in mid size/intermediate cars, such as Chevy Malibu, Nova, 
Camaro/Pontiac Lemans, Firebird/Oldsmobile Cutlass, Omega/Buick Special. This was for safety reasons. The 
401, or 400 which ever you desire to call it lasted until 1966.
In 1963 the big daddy of the classic “Nailhead” design engines came to life. It was in the form of a bored out 
401, bring it up to 425 high powered cubic inches. It was also destined to become the largest “Nailhead” built 
by Buick. The 425, 4.312 inch bore x 3.64 inch stroke, 340 hp/465 tq 4 barrel, 10.25 compression ratio was the 
most powerful Buick built “Nailhead” to this date. 
Buick labeled the torque rating on the air cleaner assembly with the 425s. Many misread this as the cubic inch 
displacement. Four-barrel carburetion was standard on all 425 “Nailheads” that were labeled "Wildcat 465".
Beginning with the 1965 model year a special version of this high powered 425 “Nailhead” was introduced. 
Buick made it possible to order a dual four barrel carburetor set up. This version was called "Super Wildcat", 
and could be ordered with the 1965 Riviera Gran Sport and the 1966 Wildcat GS as RPO Y48 option. The 
Wildcat model was a full size style Buick, the Riviera was similar to the early Chevy Monte Carlo, having a 
long hood section. The option package policy was as wild as the engine was once installed, because the 
carburetors along with the intake manifold were delivered in the trunk of the ordered car and installed by the 
dealer and became an 
"MW" coded engine. Toward the end of the 1966 model year, around May of 66, Buick offered the Super 
Wildcat 465 with dual 4BBL Carter AFB's as a factory installed option. This engine is coded "MZ", while the 
dealer installed dual four-barrel setup was an "MW" coded engine. 
As for the MZ coded factory installed option cars, there were only 179 cars in the 66 model year built with the 
MZ coded factory installed dual 4BBL setup, making it an extremely rare find. Rarer still would be a 1966 
Riviera GS, MZ coded engine, in Riviera Red exterior color. There is no record of how many "MW" coded 
(dealer installed) engine option cars actually made it to the street. I never came across either option car.  
1966 was the last year of the out of the ordinary “Nailhead” engine design. Buick Motor Division retooled to 
the valves being positioned at an angle as with the other manufactures.     
I am fortunate to have been around when these unusual classic “Nailheads” were in existence. Whether in a 
stock OEM Buick or hot rod coupe I know from first-hand experience, the “Nailhead” was a force to be dealt 
with, on the street or on the strip.
If you come across a weird looking engine with valve covers that point straight up instead of at an angle aligned 
with the block, it’s more than likely an old “Nailhead”. They were factory painted light green; most street rod 
applications maintained the factory color.    

Posted 08/01/2011
America's First Car and Possibly First Official Auto Race: 
Many may feel Henry Ford receives most of the credit for the development of the car in the US. However, he 
did not produce the first American automobile. 
The Duryea brothers, Charles and Frank, created the first gasoline-powered car, in the year 1893 in Springfield, 
MA. The car rolled onto the street for testing in September of 1893.  



The drive train consisted of a one-cylinder gasoline engine and a three speed transmission, and was mounted 
on a used horse carriage (“horseless-carriage”). It could achieve a top speed of 7.5 mph. 
The following year they developed a second car with a more powerful two-cylinder engine. This was this car 
that Frank Duryea drove in what is thought to be America's first official automobile race. This race was held on 
Thanksgiving Day, November 27, 1895, and was sponsored by the Chicago Times Herald. The race was a 54-
mile course from downtown Chicago to Evanston, IL and back.
Of nearly 100 entries, only six cars made it to the start area. The Duryea car, 2 electric cars, and 3 gasoline 
powered Benz machines from Germany. The Duryea car was the only American made gasoline powered car to 
start the race. The race started in early morning and took a little over 10 hours to complete. All contestants 
experienced numerous breakdowns and repairs, but it was Frank Duryea to first cross the finish line. Even with 
the breakdowns and repair times included, this car was enough faster than the original, that it still averaged 7.3 
mph. 
Frank Duryea took home the first prize of $2,000, the best part of $50,000 when compared in today's money. 
More than likely paid for the expense of building the car. 
The only other car to finish the race was one of the Benz. 
The Duryea brothers went on to created the company known as Duryea Motor Wagon Company located on 
Sixteenth Street in Springfield, MA. 

Posted 07/08/2011
NHRA Top Fuel Dragster
1. Just one top fuel dragster 500 CI engine makes more horsepower than the first 4 rows of stock cars at the 
Daytona 500. Over 6000 HP.
2. It takes just 15/100ths of a second for the massive 6000 plus horsepower to reach the rear wheels of an 
NHRA Top Fuel dragster.
3. Under full throttle, this dragster engine consumes 1½ gallons of nitro methane per second; a fully loaded 747 
consumes jet fuel at about the same rate but produces around 25% less energy.  
4. A stock 500 CI V8 engine cannot produce enough power to drive the dragster's supercharger. With 3,000 
CFM of air being rammed in by the supercharger during the overdrive cycle, the fuel mixture is compressed 
into a near-solid form before ignition.
5. The pistons run on the threshold of hydraulic lock-up at full throttle.
6. With the 1.7:1 air/fuel mixture of nitro methane, the firing temperature can reach 7050 deg F.
7. Dual magnetos supply 44 amps of power to each spark plug-the output of an arc welder. The spark plug 
electrodes are completely expended in one quarter mile pass. About halfway down the strip the engine is now 
dieseling from the ultra high compression ratio and the glow of exhaust valves at 1,400 deg F. Now the engine 
can only be shut down by cutting the fuel flow.
8. If spark momentarily fails early in the run, unburned nitro builds up in the affected cylinder(s) and then 
explodes with enough force to blow cylinder heads off the block in pieces or even split the block in half.
9. In order to exceed 300 mph in 4.5 seconds, dragsters must accelerate over 4G's. In order to reach 200 mph in 
less than half of the strip, the launch acceleration approaches 8 G's.
G is your body weight-8 G’s = 8 times the driver’s body weight forced on him. Fighter jet pilots experience 
upwards of 4 G’s when being launched off a carrier.      
10. A Top Fuel Dragster can reach over 300 miles per hour before you have completed reading this sentence.
11. Most redline at 9,500 rpm which is reached in less than a quarter second under full throttle.
12.  Assuming all the equipment is paid off, the crew worked for free, and nothing breaks, each run costs an 
estimated $1,000.00 per second.

To put all of this into perspective.
Imagine you are driving a $140,000 Lingenfelter 'twin-turbo' powered 200 mph plus Corvette Z06. Over a mile 
down the road, a top fuel dragster is staged and ready to launch down a quarter mile strip as you pass. You have 
the advantage of a 200 mph flying start. You run the Vette full bore and blast across the starting line and pass 
the dragster at 200 mph. The tree light goes green for both of you at this exact moment. 



The dragster launches and starts after you. You keep your foot mashed to the floor, but you hear the sound of 
that screaming dragster 6000 plus HP engine coming to life and within 3 seconds, the dragster catches and 
passes you, He beats you to the finish line, a quarter mile away from where you just passed him at 200 mph.  
Think about it, from a standing start, the dragster had spotted you 200 mph and not only caught, but nearly 
blasted you off the road when he passed you within a mere 1,320 foot race course. 

Posted 06/19/11
Ethanol Gasoline Additive  
The chemical name of ETHANOL is C2H5OH.  
Ethanol fuel usually refers to a gasoline that contains ethyl alcohol. Ethanol is an alcohol made up of corn, 
grains, sugar and other common farm produce. E10 classification contains 10% or less ethanol, where as E85 or 
“Flex Fuel” is a gasoline containing 85% ethanol. E100 would be 100% ethanol. 
Ethanol is used as both an oxygenator as with E10 or as a primary type of gasoline being E85. When used as an 
oxygenator, 10% content is the legal maximum content for ethanol in most states and countries. When used as a 
primary fuel (E85), the engine must be specifically designed to run on the high alcohol level. 
Compared to conventional (non-alcohol) gasoline, E10 and E85 (ethanol blend fuels), will absorb much more 
water, and at a faster rate. 10% ethanol gasoline can dissolve 50 times more water than conventional non-
alcohol gasoline.
The downside of E10 and E85 fuel is it generates less energy than fuels without ethanol. 
E85 (85% ethanol) generates only about 75 percent as much power as a gallon of non-ethanol gasoline. 
Another issue that can occur, due to the compound character of ethanol it is a high-quality cleaning agent. 
Although cleaning the fuel system may sound like a great idea. The scale and byproducts that have been trapped 
in the fuel tank and lines is released and transferred through the fuel lines. Much is blocked by a good quality 
fuel filter, but some can get past the filter and end up in the fuel injection system or carburetor and cause 
problems. Regular fuel filter maintenance will help with this situation.        

Posted 06/05/2011
Synthetic Oil Debate   
The following are ten frequent statements regarding synthetic oils with a rational response to offer help to 
determine whether to believe or doubt personal opinions. This way maybe you can put together your own 
conclusion. 

Statement: “Synthetic motor oils can damage seals”.
Seals are found in nearly everything that requires oil. The composition of these seals presents problems that 
both petroleum oils and synthetics must overcome. Made from elastomers, seals are inherently difficult to 
standardize. Ultimately it is the additive mix in the oil that counts. Additives to control seal swell, shrinkage and 
hardening are required, whether it be a synthetic or petroleum product. Give it some serious thought; would 
name brand oil producers formulate oil that would be incompatible with much needed seals.  

Statement: “Synthetics are too thin to stay in the engine”.
In order for a lubricant to be classified in any SAE grade, for example 10W40, it has to meet certain guidelines 
with regard to viscosity ("thickness"). Therefore, it makes no difference whether it is 10W40 petroleum or 
10W40 synthetic, when tested at 32 degrees and at 212 degrees the oil has to maintain a standardized viscosity 
or it cannot earn the rating of 10W40.

Statement: “Synthetics cause cars to use more oil”.
Synthetic motor oils are intended for use in mechanically sound engines, that is, engines that don't leak. In such 
engines oil consumption could actually be reduced. Synthetic’s compounds tend to offer better sealing 
characteristics between piston rings and cylinder walls. The synthetic formula also provides superior oxidation 
stability (resistance against reacting with oxygen at high temperatures.)

Statement: “Synthetic oils are not compatible with petroleum oils”.



The synthesized hydrocarbons, polyalphaolefins, diesters and other materials that form the base stocks of 
today’s high quality name brand synthetics are thought to be fully compatible with petroleum oils. With this 
being said, whether using synthetic or petroleum oil, the practice of mixing different oils, including 
manufactures is a poor idea. It would be best to use the same oil viscosity as well as manufacture for topping off 
the oil that you have been running in the engine. The functions of additives blended for specific characteristics 
can be offset when oils with different additive packages are put together. 

Statement: “Synthetic lubricants are not readily available”.
This may have been the case two decades ago when AMSOIL and Mobil1 were the only real choices, but today 
nearly every major oil company has added a synthetic product to their lines. This alone should suggest evidence 
to the value synthetics offer. Keep in mind; true 100% synthetics are of PAO (Polyalphaolefin) base blends. 

Statement: “Synthetic lubricants produce sludge”
As a direct result of their characteristics, synthetic motor oils are more sludge resistant than their petroleum 
counterparts, resisting the effects of high temperatures and oxidation. In the presence of high temperatures, two 
things happen. First, an oil's lighter ingredients boil off, making the oil thicker. Second, many of the complex 
chemicals found naturally in petroleum base stocks begin to react with each other, forming sludge, gums and 
varnishes. One result is a loss of fluidity at low temperatures, slowing the timely flow of oil to the engine for 
vital engine protection. Further negative effects of thickened oil include the restriction of oil flow to critical 
areas, greater wear and loss of fuel economy. Because of their higher flash points, and their ability to withstand 
evaporation loss and oxidation, synthetics are much more resistant to sludge development.

Statement: “Synthetics can't be used with catalytic converters or oxygen sensors”.
There are some that consider the additive “phosphorus” could have a negative effect with catalytic converters. 
The phosphorus additive can be found in most oils, both synthetic and petroleum based. Therefore, no 
difference between synthetic and petroleum oils in regards to these components is apparent. Both synthetic and 
petroleum oils are similar compounds relating to the catalytic converter statement.  

Statement: “Synthetics do not comply with manufacture’s warranties” and “Engine Must Be Broke In Before 
Using Synthetic Oil”. 
No major manufacturer of automobiles specifically bans the use of synthetic lubricants. In fact, increasing 
numbers of high performance cars are arriving on the showroom floors with synthetic motor oils as factory fill. 
New vehicle warranties are based upon the use of oils meeting specific API Service Classifications, for example 
SG/CE. Synthetic lubricants which meet current API Service requirements will have the same rating as its 
petroleum counterpart. 

Statement: “Synthetics last forever”.
Although some experts feel that synthetic base stocks themselves can be used forever, it is well known that 
eventually the additives will falter and cause the oil to require changing. This along with contaminates such as 
moisture, fuel dilution and acids, all by-products of combustion, tend to use up additives in an oil, allowing 
lubricating failure to occur.
However, with good filtration and periodic oil analysis, synthetic motor oils can protect an engine for lengths of 
time far beyond the capability of non-synthetics.

Statement: “Synthetics are too expensive” 
Tests and experience have proven that synthetics can greatly extend drain intervals, provide better fuel 
economy, reduce engine wear and enable vehicles to operate with greater reliability. All these elements 
combine could make synthetic engine oils more economical than conventional non-synthetics.

CONCLUSION
Synthetic lubricants are fuel efficient, extended life lubricants manufactured from select base stocks and special 
purpose additives. In contrast to petroleum oils which are pumped from the earth and refined, synthetics are 



custom-designed in the laboratory, with each phase of their molecular construction programmed to produce, in 
effect, the ideal lubricant.
Whether considering synthetic blend or conventional petroleum oil, always make your oil purchasing decisions 
based on quality rather than price.   

Posted 05/29/2011 
Making Multi-Grade Oil 
Viscosity is not actually measured in weight, but rather in units called "Stokes". Stokes was a scientist that 
worked on fluid flow. For oils, we use a hundredth of a Stoke, called a centi-Stoke, abbreviated cSt. The 
"Weight" method of grading oil is a classification invented by the American Petroleum Institute (API). A 
different unit of viscosity, the centi-Poise, is used at very low and very high temperatures. 
With cold temperatures, say 10° below freezing, single grade oil such as 30W would thicken to the point that 
could prevent starter from turning the engine over, if the engine did manage to start, the oil pump would 
experience difficulty circulating the oil to critically needed areas. As the internal engine temperature increases 
this same 30W oil would tend to become very thin. This is the reason multi-viscosity or multi-grade type oils 
were designed and produce, in fact 0W40 rated synthetic oils will continue to flow normally at temperatures to 
65° below zero. 
An oil sold as 10W40 is no thicker than 10 weight oil under winter conditions, below freezing. The 40 means it 
is no thinner than 40 weight oil at 212° Fahrenheit. The first number tells us the performance of the oil at or 
below the temperature of freezing water, and the second number tells us the performance at the temperature of 
boiling water. This is referred to as Viscosity Index or VIs. The chemicals added to the oil to accomplish this 
are called Viscosity Index Improvers or
VIIs.  
To formulate, for example 10W40 oil, the manufacturer would start out with a 10 weight oil as the base stock. 
By itself, this 10W oil would thin out so much at normal operating temperatures the oil film would be 
inadequate. Special chemicals composed of very long molecules, referred to as VIIs (Viscosity Index 
Improvers) are added to the 10W base. The VII molecules are as much as 1000 times longer than an oil 
molecule. The VII molecules coil into slight, nearly non-existent molecules at room temperature, as the 
temperature raises these same molecules uncoil and extend out. The more extended out the molecule becomes, 
the more it impedes the normal flow of the oil, thus raising the effective viscosity (VI). 
Although this is truly an engineering chemical development, there are a couple tradeoffs. These VII molecules 
are not lubricants, therefore any amount of these added to the oil will replace some of the lubricating properties 
of the oil formula. Another setback is these VII molecules do not perform well in tight areas such as oil pump 
gears or other close clearance areas within the engine. The VIIs can be broken into smaller pieces by the various 
pressures and forces. Every time a VII molecule gets broken, the oil loses some of its high temperature 
viscosity. Remember, as I explained in the 05/22/11 post, synthetic oils made from pure PAOs and/or Diesters 
typically have very few VIIs, so these synthetic oils are far less subject to viscosity breakdown. 
10W30 oil will increase its viscosity at high temperatures by a factor of three, which requires a significant 
amount of these VII molecules. 10W40 oil increases its high temperature viscosity by a factor of four, which 
requires an even higher amount of even longer molecules. 20W50 only increases its high temperature viscosity 
by a factor of two and a half, so it requires fewer of these molecules than even 10W30. 15W40 also increases its 
high temperature viscosity by about two and a half, so is also substantially more stable than 10W40. 
Most current passenger car oils use inexpensive VII molecules that break apart relatively easily. Conversely, 
most diesel engine oil VIIs are chosen from more expensive chemicals that are more shear stable, as the oil 
change intervals are much more extended with the large diesel engines.
To somewhat determine the VII content of an oil go to the website of the oil manufacture of your choice and 
view the VI (Viscosity Index) info.    

Posted 05/22/2011
Synthetic Oil
Synthetic oils were originally designed for the purpose of having very pure base oil with exceptional properties. 
By starting from scratch and enriching to the desired types of oil molecules from extremely slight portions, 



every molecule in the oil is identical, therefore the properties of the oil are precisely the way they were 
predetermined to be, this along with not being compromised by impurities that could be found in traditional 
mineral oil. 
Synthetic oil has been around longer than possibly many people are aware of; in fact original synthetics were 
designed for the Army Air Force in WW II. The refining process of that era was not advanced enough to 
support the requirements of the high performance turbo-charged radial aircraft engines.
One process for making synthetic base oils is to start with a chemical called olefin, and make new molecules by 
attaching them to each other in long chains, producing "poly", or a Poly-Alpha-Olefin (PAO) base. The primary 
advantage of PAO structured oil is that all the molecules in the foundation of the oil are identical. This way the 
oil will for the most part react and perform as anticipated. PAOs are referred to as Group VI base oils.
VI meaning Viscosity Index and VII meaning Viscosity Index Improvers.  
Another type of base oil is made from refined and processed esters and is called Group V. Esters are created 
from fatty acids in plants and animals, and then chemically combined into esters, diesters, and polyesters. Group 
V base stocks are the most expensive of all to produce. However, the esters are polar molecules and have very 
significant solvent properties. Ester base oil all by itself will do the job well of keeping an engine clean. Oil 
manufactures that are serious about producing superior oil will generally mix some Group V molecules into 
their base stock. 
PolyEster (RedLine) oils have by far the best performance in extreme high temperatures.
There are new chemicals emerging which are made from liquefied natural gas called GTL (gas to liquid) base 
oils. These will be called Group III+, these GTL base oils have natural VIs of 140 or more, meaning for most 
applications they won't require any VII package at all as natural gas is primarily made up of only one type of 
molecule, so the refining is already done for you. Most oil wells throw off a lot of natural gas. In many cases, 
it's more expensive to transport this gas to a large city than the gas is worth, so it's just burned off
"Semi-synthetics" are oils which are a blend of petroleum oil and no more than 30% synthetic oil. If the 
manufacturer adds no more than 30% synthetic oil and does not change the additive package, they do not have 
to recertify the oil. The fact that most oil producers agree that Group III base oils are synthetic, the term semi-
synthetic may not mean much now. 

Posted 05/11/2011
Standard (non-synthetic) Oil 
“Oil is oil” You may hear this statement at times. Here is some info that may help you decide just how accurate 
or bogus this statement might be. Numbers and letters that are labeled on the container as follows. 
SAE: Society of Automotive Engineers-they started the classification program.
API: American Petroleum Institute-implemented grading (viscosity or weight) program.
SA: the beginning of the program. Straight mineral oil. Non-detergent (no cleaning additives).
SB: offered a few engine protecting additives. Remain non-detergent. 
SC: first detergent type oil around 1964. 
SD: offered additives for extra protection against engine deposits, rust, and ware. Initiated 1968
SE: offered even more engine protecting additives. Initiated 1971
SF: this is when significant additives such as extra antiwar and oxidation chemicals were introduced to stay in 
pace with the significant engine changes. Initiated 1980 
SG: many additives to provide engine protection in the tight clearances of modern engines. Initiated 1989
The following may also be labeled after the “S” designations. 
CC or CD or both: commercial and diesel.
Energy Conserving: has an additional amount of “friction modified” additives as compared to oil not labeled 
“energy conserving” to help engine run more efficiently, less friction, therefore provide an additional effort to 
save on fuel consumption.  
MIL-L: meets military standards. 
GM: meets GM standards.
FMC: meets Ford standards.
CHRY: meets Chrysler standards.   



Unfortunately the proportion amounts of vital ingredients are not labeled on the container. The total percentage 
of these vital additives can be as high as 30%, depending on the manufactures formula. Some have more or less 
of a particular additive, and even less than the 30% total. All are a securely reserved corporation secret. The 
following are some of these important additives and the function they perform. 
Pour Point Depressants: permits oil to flow more freely.
Oxidation and Bearing Corrosion Inhibitors: reduce the rate of oxidation.
Rust and Corrosion Inhibitors: covers parts with a moisture repellant film.
Anti Foam Agents: minimizes formation of bubbles. 
Extreme High Pressure Additive: help to prevent friction and wear. 
Viscosity Index Improvers (multi-grade oils): aids oil to maintain a heavier/thicker or lighter/thinner substance 
when applied to varying internal engine temperatures. 
Friction Reducing Additives: reduce internal friction, enables engine to use less effort to maintain any RPM and 
produce less heat. More often found in “Energy Conserving” labeled oils.       
Zinc Diakyl Dithiophosphate (ZDDP): particularly valuable additive to maintain extra protection against 
friction. This additive is exceptionally important regarding any engine with a FLAT TAPPET (non-roller) 
camshaft system as it is a vital factor regarding friction. With the introduction of the ROLLER camshaft system 
into many street vehicle engines many oils do not have an inadequate amount of ZDDP to protect the constant 
rubbing/scrubbing affect between the bottom of the lifter and camshaft lob, thus generating premature ware. To 
avoid this situation it would be a good idea to contact the tech dept. of the oil manufacture of your choice to 
verify the oil has the adequate amount of ZDDP for your application. Be sure to make the oil tech dept. aware 
of your application, as oil with an adequate amount of ZDDP may be fine for street car use but not have a 
supportable amount of other additives needed to provide protection in the sustained high RPM racing 
applications.  


